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Of course we will be hosting the FMJ debate again, last year
it was the most attended debate or seminar at the entire
show. The 2016 edition will ask how facilities managers can
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Nathan Ott, ISS’ Kath Fontana and Vicky O’Farrell from
Motivational Voice.
In the rest of the magazine you can learn about the latest
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Short or long
term hires
available
TEL: 0844 967 1921
We go further.

Axis Security – reaching new heights in customer service.
• Our employees are highly trained, valued and rewarded
• Our proactive management approach ensures service is continually improving
• Our Intelligent technology ensures open lines of communication and transparency
• Our prestigious, industry recognition includes 3 Security Guarding Company of the Year awards

T. 020 7520 2100 | E. info@axis-security.co.uk | axis-security.co.uk

FMJ.CO.UK

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter Q7! 
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 Next Edition
In July’s edition of FMJ we will hear from David
Ward of Ward Belgravia about the rise of of third
party front-of-house delivery in an industry

       
        
before looking back at the highlights from the
      
feedback please email:

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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NG BAILEY REDUCES ENERGY
CONSUMPTION IN LONDON PROPERTIES
E
ngineering, IT and facilities services business,
NG Bailey has driven down energy use at
a number of Land Securities key London sites,
following a 12-month energy reduction scheme.
The jointly-funded, cost-neutral pilot scheme saw
     /# 
energy saving target set by commercial property
company, Land Securities.
By collating and analysing data from the sites in
the pilot phase NG Bailey, working in partnership
with Land Securities, was able to identify and
complete more than 40 projects to improve system
  /       
energy usage.
;      8    /
+<   
further 10 sites in the capital that are maintained
by NG Bailey.
Chris Coath, head of energy for NG Bailey, who led
the project, commented: “The initial sites were Land
Securities’ highest users of energy in the capital, so
to reduce energy consumption by nine per cent has a

BIFM DEVELOPS FM
SUPERVISORS APPRENTICESHIP
BIFM in collaboration with
an employer Trailblazer
group has created a new
apprenticeship for FM
Supervisors.
The new apprenticeship
aims to prepare an individual
for managing a facilities
management service, or a
group of services, which can
   !  "    #$!  "
cleaning/administration/security).
    %& '%%   *  % 
 +      *   
delivery targets between their employing organisation and the
client/customer in order to achieve service targets. The apprentice
will have to provide customer service skills and be proactive in
&    % 
In support of the previously approved Apprenticeship Standard,
%  3 5%%$6 
Plan and is asking for industry feedback on the suitability and
feasibility of its proposals.
Fraser Talbot, professional standards and education manager at
BIFM said: “It is important that industry has apprenticeships that
provide individuals with the knowledge and skills to meet their
needs. That is why it is crucial the trailblazer groups consult with the
wider industry to gather feedback on their proposal. That is why we
are now asking employers
respond to the consultation
as it is imperative that a
representative view of the
industry is taken, from large
companies to SMEs.”
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  8     &
“Detailed data analysis was the starting point for
this, allowing us to focus on asset optimisation,
asset upgrade, behavioural change and an
immediate implementation of measures to deliver
the energy savings.
“Land Securities’ targets became our targets, and
by investing together in a long-term partnership
we have been able to develop smarter ways of
maintaining its buildings, helping the company to
       &|
Caroline Hill, head of sustainability at Land
Securities, added: “We recognise that to become a
truly sustainable business, we need to look beyond
short-term goals and see the longer-term picture.
“Our partnership with NG Bailey has clearly
demonstrated the scale of the opportunity to reduce
           
   &|
The London properties in the pilot scheme
included 80-100 Victoria, 16 Palace Street, 123 Victoria
Street, 5-6 New Street Square and Dashwood House.

BCC PUBLISHES UK CLEANING
INDUSTRY RESEARCH
A new survey which examines the changes in the UK cleaning industry over
a six-year period up to 2014, has been published by the British Cleaning
Council (BCC). The study looks in detail at a number of key industry areas
including employment, wages, demographics, and company turn over.
The full report contains information across facilities services, cleaning and
landscape services, and makes a comparison with economic performance in
the UK as a whole.
For instance, the total UK
turnover in 2014 was £3.6 trillion,
and the ‘Services to Buildings
and Landscape Activities’ sector
turnover was £23 billion or 0.64
per cent of UK total. Further
breakdown by industry reveals that
49 per cent of the sector’s turnover
was from the ‘Combined Facilities
Support Activities’ industry, while
‘Cleaning Activities’ makes up just over a third of the sector turnover.
The report also highlights that the UK cleaning industry relies on migrant
labour more heavily than other economic sectors, with 24 per cent of workers
having a non-UK nationality, compared to the average of 18 per cent across
other industries.
There’s also detailed information about the market leaders, with Interserve,
OCS Group and MITIE being the three biggest players in the UK.
The BCC was asked to collect the UK data by the European Federation of
4 5  /8 #  B745  
few months to provide a Europe-wide picture.
The full survey will be made available free of charge to all BCC members.
Other interested parties can purchase the survey from the BCC for £100.

FMJ.CO.UK

Profits up at Mitie
Mitie has reported a good year with
strong margins and profits in its
preliminary results released for the
year ended 31 March 2016.
The Group’s operating profit grew
+100.9 per cent from £56 million
in 2015 to £112.5 million in FY16,
whilst profit before tax rose from
£41.5 million in 2015 to £96.8
million, a year-on-year increase of
+133.3 per cent.
Revenue growth in FY16 was
impacted by lower discretionary
and project spend, as well as some
delayed starts on new contracts,
which resulted in a slight decrease
from £2.27 billion in 2015 to £2.23
billion, a change of -1.8 per cent.
The Group’s Facilities
Management business which
accounts for 84 per cent of group
revenue reported to be a ‘good
performer’ with a strong operating
profit margin of 6.3 per cent,
following a successful period of
contract retentions and extensions.
The division’s recent flow of new
FM contract awards will see a
return to modest revenue growth
in FY17.
Mitie’s Property Management (13
per cent of group revenues) was
also reported to have delivered
‘good growth’ with substantial
improvements on its margins.
Recovery is underway in its
Healthcare business (three per cent
of group revenues).
Dividend per share rose by 3.4
per cent to 12.1 pence per share,
compared to 11.7 pence in 2015.
Looking ahead Mitie says it is
‘well positioned for the future’
with 82 per cent of 2016/17
budgeted revenue having already
been secured.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

MITIE REACHES NEW

DATES FOR THE

TECHNOLOGY

21-23 JUNE 2016

HEIGHTS WITH DRONE FM DIARY

www.facilitiesshow.com

21 JUNE 2016

FM Industry Ball
The Grand Hall, Grand Connaught Rooms
in Holborn, London
www.fmindustryball.com/

07 JULY 2016

M

itie has announced the launch of a new drone
service which will enable improved property
 ';     %%   % 
 O    '   
 QVV$
Facilities and property managers will be provided with
a more detailed inspection service due to the drone’s hi
resolution 4K camera which boosts the accuracy of each
survey. Footage and imagery of any areas of concern are
immediately transmitted to the operative’s smartphone or
tablet for inspection.
Mitie has trialled drone technology for its pest control
  /  
  *
its use across the whole FM spectrum of services to assist
in areas such as maintenance, security, cleaning and
landscaping.
Peter Trotman, MD of Mitie’s pest control business
commented: “Drone technology is great innovation
which increases our safety when working at height and
            
traditional surveying methods.
“The new technology enables us to provide our clients
#        # 
            &|
;          ?
systems (SUAS) are operated by licensed Civil Aviation
Authority members.

MILLENNIALS ARE OPTING FOR ETHICAL SUSTAINABLE MENUS
Half of millennials (18 – 34 year olds) are more
likely to eat out in venues where they are told
about where the food on their plate comes from,
according to new survey results.
The survey, carried out by Populus on behalf of
WWF-UK, also found that 53 per cent of millennials
are more likely to eat at a restaurant, café or
canteen if meat has been reared to high animal
welfare standards.
Twenty per cent of millennials say they intend to
eat less meat over the coming year, representing a

  8          
to make vegetables a central part of their menu. Of
those planning to cut down on meat, 68 per cent
reported that they wanted to be able to choose
plant-based options from the menu.
8    #
report Catering for Sustainability from WWF-UK,
<  >DL5 7 B 4  &
The report sets out a case for sustainable meals,
and shows that adopting sustainable menus can
      8&

789 ;<  =
Principality Stadium (Millennium)
www.fmj.co.uk/events/event/fmjbristol-networking-event/

11-12 JULY 2016

Facilities Management Forum
Whittlebury Hall Hotel, Northamptonshire
www.forumevents.co.uk

13 JULY 2016

BIFM AGM
BT Centre Auditorium, 81 Newgate Street,
London
www.bifm.org.uk

07-09 SEPTEMBER 2016

ISSA/INTERCLEAN Istanbul
IFM Istanbul, Turkey
www.issainterclean.com/en/istanbul/

13-15 SEPTEMBER 2016
RWM 2016
NEC, Birmingham
www.rwmexhibition.com

10 OCTOBER 2016

BIFM Awards 2016
The Grosvenor House Hotel, London
www.bifmawards.org

16-17 NOVEMBER 2016

EMEX – Energy Management Exhibition
B4/+  
www.emexlondon.com

14-16 MARCH 2017
The Cleaning Show
B4/+  
www.cleaningshow.co.uk
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GLOBAL FM

DELIVER FM SERVICES IN OMAN

Interserve has been awarded a one-year contract extension to provide customer
support services for Spanish national train operator, RENFE Viajeros.
The terms of the agreement, will
see the international support services
and construction group providing
customer information and ticket
    H%  
locations including 55 stations for
RENFE Rodalies, which operates
suburban and medium distance train
services across Catalonia.
Interserve will work with RENFE to
       
customer service standards through
       
team members, and has developed an automated management system to coordinate
services at the busy Catalonian commuter stations and adapt resources in line with the
changing needs of passengers.
Interserve has been a supplier to RENFE since the 1980s, and currently provides
customer information services and ticket sales support in Madrid. The partnership is
worth circa £5 million per year.
<     /7 ;&    /   4  
region for RENFE Viajeros, said: “The action taken by Interserve to provide training,
information and communications to the entire team has allowed us to achieve a speedy,
accurate and reliable transition process.
“From the very start the Interserve team has been fully committed and orientated
towards this new course that we have set together; a new course where our focus will be
on customer attention. This is a crucial aspect for RENFE in the environments where we
 &|
   #     "($   
for a further year.

Interserve has partnered with OHI Group to create
Interserve Oman LLC, which will deliver integrated
facilities management services throughout the Sultanate
of Oman.
Having worked with OHI Group for the past 35
'  %  % \ ;7
  ] &  '    
international support services and construction group’s
network, delivery capability and the range of solutions it
;    
\ ] ; 7 
      ' '&  
services, community, leisure and oil and gas sectors.
These services will compliment Interserve’s existing
in-country operations, which include engineering and
construction, support services and training.
Karl Dixon, Interserve Oman’s general manager, said:
“Interserve Oman will deliver world class facilities
management and support services across the Sultanate;
bringing international experience and best practice
to facilitate the delivery of Integrated Facilities
Management services.”
Interserve enjoys a successful partnership with the
OHI Group through its subsidiary and associate
businesses Douglas OHI, The Oman Construction
Company, the Occupational Training Institute and RMD
Kwikform Middle East. Committed to supporting Oman’s
Vision 2020, Interserve Oman
will support the development,
employment and training of
Omani nationals within the
FM industry.

ISS SWEDEN RENEWS FM DEAL
WITH SKANSKA
ISS Sweden has signed a new four-year
facilities management contract with Swedish
multinational construction and development
company Skanska.
ISS has been delivering FM services to
Skanska Sweden since 2013. The new
agreement which commences 1 December
2016, sees the continuation of an already
strong partnership in Stockholm, Gothenburg
and Malmö, Sweden, and further strengthens
ISS’ position in Sweden in the integrated
CC credit: Lisa Picard
facilities services sector.
Under the terms of the deal, ISS services include a service centre, reception, security,
conference services, mail maintenance, janitorial services, restaurants, a café, cleaning,
drinks, fruit, waste management and internal property maintenance.
Commenting on the contract renewal, Jan Sandberg, contract manager, ISS Sweden
<      <   # 8
as a supplier. The agreement gives us the opportunity to support a strong brand in
safety and sustainability. Through our service delivery, we will help strengthen Skanska
as an attractive employer. I am also convinced that our renewed partnership will create
 &|
  #      $"  &
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INTERSERVE PARTNERSHIP TO

INTERSERVE EXTENDS ITS TICKET WITH
SPANISH NATIONAL RAIL OPERATOR
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KINGDOM MOVES
INTO INDIA

Support services provider, Kingdom, now has a presence
in India having taken over Indian security company Capital
Guarding Services. The move will allow Kingdom to support
its UK customers that also require security services on the
Indian sub continent.
Established in 2014 and based in Kochi, a major port city
on the south-west coast of India, Capital Guarding Services
has over 500 employees working across the southern state
D /#      #  
    &
Kochi is the second largest IT hub in South Indian, whilst
Kerala is renown for its hospitality industry and for health
tourism, sectors which Kingdom says it is looking forward to
playing a key role in.
Kingdom’s CEO, Terry Barton, commented: “For a few years
now we have looked at the Indian market and spent some
time there to fully understand the marketplace and what
would be required for Kingdom to be successful. A number of
our UK customers are already operating successfully in India
##       &|
The company aims to launch pan India and Middle East
operations in the future.

When working at height, your life depends on the quality
of your safety gear. Whether you’re inspecting a new
installation or maintaining a high rise. That’s why Arco
products go through a strict 5 Stage Product Assurance
Process. And why we’re the only safety distributor to
have a UKAS accredited testing lab. Because when lives
are at stake, there’s no room for doubt.

arco.co.uk/productassurance

ADVICE & OPINION

THINK FM

Launched back in 2011, ThinkFM is an annual conference organised by the British
Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM). ThinkFM is designed to promote debate
                           
businesses, the economy and wider society. FMJ went along to the 2016 event
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Lasting the whole working day ThinkFM
put together several excellent speakers
and was supported by headline sponsor
Sodexo and multiple other partners.

KEYNOTE
        
     
        
her work with Channel 4 and Radio 4.
      !
introduced BIFM chair Julie Kortens who
 " #    
productivity as the day’s theme and
"  $   !  %# 
   #   &   
     ' 
Stoddart.
       
  " ()  
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(- * "   
line up that helped Lewis Hamilton to
  / '"  " 5++9
-  :   )  
gave the audience a glimpse into
 "     
in motorsport and how embracing
challenges as opportunities can help
organisations and what FM can do to try
and adopt this mind set.

WELLBEING
:    #   
   "   " 
 ""   
these impacted productivity.
; ) < ")  
   "    = #  
Warwick as well as a research associate
  '  ' " ## 
in the Global Economy. His recent
      
intelligence, personality and subjective
wellbeing on economic decision and
labor productivity but during the
      
  ""    
"  #  

Amongst other things he asked
whether this was a genuine trend or
whether people are happier as a result
  "  #> 
discussed whether extroverts are more
   "  ""
getting more done.
)      
? (    '&)@(  
on demographics, health and wellbeing
# "   
    " 
   ""  
'&)@    
related illness, presenteeism and even
   #   #
themselves time to catch up on
   D      
'&)@"   "  
-(>%     
make progress.
N<        
Ledger, senior practitioner at Complete
' " *5  
#       OO'
ITN and Channel 5, Ledger has created a
career as an author, consultant, speaker
      /   
  (   U V
X  = #
She used her experience to explain
    "
revealing how “the best leaders think
  " "  
you how you can step change your own
ability, control your own biology, and
  # *+
years ago.”
O  > " 
   " 
Hardy, a director at Integrans Consulting
spoke to the delegates about the the
<   " 
Smart Working as well as the need to
Y<  

that will speak to the organisation’s
 "     "  " 
 #Z
Hardy insisted that smart working isn’t
         
you think about what the building needs,
     " "   
Y  " "  
the work.”
[V "!  '  
corporate property at the National Grid.
Carter spoke about how workspaces can
      " # "  # 
collaboration, wellbeing, recruitment
  ) #    " 
  " "  
An electrical engineer by training,
'  [ \  *]]^
O      
 "  " "   [ 
\   _*++=  
 #*+++  >V" 
how the Grid had learned that smarter
  "     
in the workplace and provided variety
 
N    ` "
  ?: '"" 
# " # " 
\V !  !"   
       
 #   <  
companies. Cupper asked where the line
should be drawn between giving people
what they need vs what they want.
Next up Cupper, Carter and Hardy
  :     
     
productivity. The speakers brought
"     #<  
productivity was, especially on bring
your child to work day!
  [ O 
corporate real estate executive asked
  V  " 
#    NV" 
 "  #   =
       
workplace in the business and economy
wide debate.
-      ' 
!   "   
BIFM will be launching the Stoddart
Review. It will look to articulate just
how the workplace contributes to an
organisation’s outcomes. It looks to
  #      
balance sheet liability to something
closer to how people and technology
are viewed. It will promote this idea to
the C suite and the community at large.
D    "  
productivity and the links between
productivity and commercial success.

THIS
SUMMER,
MORE THAN
LIGHT WILL
ADVANCE
LEDVANCE is your new, yet trusted partner for OSRAM
general lighting products – worldwide and with local expert
teams. For us, advancing light is more than a promise:
It’s an attitude.
Explore the new products in our portfolio, available from
July 1st onwards:
∙ Extensive OSRAM lamps range
∙ Edition 1906 – vintage lamps and luminaires
∙ LEDVANCE LED luminaires: The standard. Redeﬁned.
For more information, visit LEDVANCE.COM

PRESENTED BY

INDUSTRY INSIGHT
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

Talkington Bates has recently been awarded four new
catering contracts, which have a combined annual
turnover of £1 million. The quartet of wins include:
London Borough of Camden Administration and Public
HQ based on Pancras Square, RSPCA headquarters in
Horsham, Bristol Port Company plus oil and gas experts
National Oilwell Varco (NOV) in Gloucestershire.
Churchill has secured a contract with Pentagon Motor
Group for the delivery of cleaning services to 16 sites
across the north of England. Founded in 1991, Pentagon
sells new and used cars and is now one of the UK’s top
30 dealers. Under the terms of the deal, Churchill will
be providing cleaning services to car showrooms, public

SODEXO SCORES A HAT-TRICK OF SCOTTISH
CONTRACT EXTENSIONS

lounge areas and on site offices, including Pentagon’s

Sodexo has extended its partnership with three iconic Scottish cultural destinations;
Dundas Castle in West Lothian, Blair Castle in Perthshire and Discovery Point in
Dundee.
The contract with Dundas Castle sees Sodexo extend a 16-year partnership for a further
three years. In a deal worth £2.4 million, Sodexo will continue to provide conference and
@      8 #  &
Stretching back more than 20 years, the partnership with Blair Castle has been
  8&"&'    <      
       /#   @   &
Sodexo has been the catering partner to Discovery Point since 2010, providing a
restaurant for day visitors to Captain Scott’s polar exploration ship RRS Discovery, as well
   @   &8    # $&"'  &

Racing, marking the start of a long-term relationship

head office in Barlborough, Derbyshire.
Mitie has become an official team supplier to Red Bull
to provide advanced building telemetry at the team’s
Milton Keynes factory. The facilities management
business is collecting and analysing live environmental
data from the factory buildings using custom-built
sensor technology, just as Red Bull Racing gathers data
from sensors all over its cars during a race.
Galliford Try’s building division has been selected as
the preferred bidder for two major contracts in the
student accommodation sector, worth a combined
£102 million. The first deal with Newcastle University

OCS ENROLS IN SIX-YEAR
COLLEGE CATERING DEAL
OCS has been served a new six-year contract to
provide catering, vending and hospitality services
for North West Regional College in Belfast.
The college currently provides further and
higher education, and skills training to a student
population of over 20,000 across its three
campuses and seven academic departments.
The contract which commenced on 1 April
includes service provision across all three of the
college’s campuses in
Derry-Londonderry,
Limavady, and
Strabane.
The terms of
the deal cover six
catering locations and
comprises of OCS’s Just
Dine, Just Deli and Just
4 &    #
delivery of restaurant, sandwich bar and café
services across the college campuses.
Commenting on the contract award to OCS,
= D #/   8
economic engagement at North West Regional
College, said: “We are very happy to welcome
OCS as our new catering supplier across our
three main College locations. Our students and
#@    @    
money foods with excellent service, and we are
 84<  &|
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will see Galliford Try construct the new £62 million

SARACEN ADDS
A FURTHER TWO
DEALS WITH WYG
TO ITS BOOKS

Park View Student Village. In a second contract award,

Workplace consultant, Saracen
Interiors has been awarded
a further two contracts with
global project management and
technical consultancy, WYG, in
Birmingham and Southampton,
taking its total number of
contracts with the company
 8&
"/((@?-  
     
refurbishment, fast-track project
which is due to be completed in
less than three weeks.
The Southampton contract
includes the installation
of emergency lighting
   3*H/'((@
?  &
Saracen recently started a full
 8  3 <#  &
This work was preceded by
#  # 8    
in the year and included the
provision of move management
and refurbishment services in
Leicester and Liverpool.

with a prestigious London managing agent to provide

the housebuilding and construction group has been
selected by developer Regents Godiva to build a new
£40 million scheme for Coventry University.
Trigion Security Services has been awarded a contract
a number of security services at its tenanted office
buildings located in Savile Row, Berkley Street and
Duke of York Street in the heart of the City. The
terms of the tailor-made deal include manned guards
providing front of house/concierge services.
Restaurant Group, Living Ventures has selected Cordant
Technical as a key partner in the next phase of its major
UK restaurant rollout which will deliver in excess of
over 2,000 covers. The Living Ventures Group owns
and operates some of the most exciting brands in the
UK restaurants and bar market. These include Gusto,
Blackhouse, The Alchemist, The New World Trading
Company, Australasia, Red Door, Artisan Kitchen & Bar
and Manchester House.
Kingdom has secured a new five-year deal to continue
providing security services to the largest power
station in the UK. Kingdom has been providing a
comprehensive high risk security service to Drax Power
Station in Selby, North Yorkshire since February 2011.
Its security package includes guarding service, CCTV
suite and operators, and mobile team.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING COMMITTED

TO THE HEALTH OF EMPLOYEES
                          
               !"  #  $     
%                  $  
           $       $        
In today’s world, the average person
spends around 80 – 90 per cent of their
time indoors and, as surprising as this
may sound, this is actually estimated
to increase. As such, there is now a
growing focus on the quality of our
indoor environments.
With more than two and half million
people made ill by their job every year
and 28 million working days lost due
to sickness caused or made worse by
work, employers are looking more
closely at how they can change the
         
impact their employees.
3     
proven to have a positive impact.
By making a few simple changes to
        
certain aspects of your business.

such as impromptu meeting and break
out areas.
When reviewing working practices,
employers can identify what type
   
    &;  
based spaces can be supported by
 
 &

LIGHTING

Employees encounter a huge variety of
          
   #    
is crucial in the process. Indeed, people
take 80 per cent of all information via
   &+  
all vital processes in the human body
and impacts people’s performance,
health, safety and sense of wellbeing.
As such, the more light a workspace
experiences, the more employees will
THE OFFICE LAYOUT
8     
;   9D/   #  working environment.
Natural daylight is a must in a
settings are increasing in popularity,
workspace, therefore employers should
as the working day becomes more
try and make as much natural light
complex and unpredictable. Therefore
accessible to employees in order to
 /   #   
help battle illness and depression. If
?  # 
     / 
and instead a variety of purpose built
   8     @ / and white lights should be installed

  #   &
To maximise any form of lighting
within a building, whether that is
    8   /  
       
 + 
:   &9 +:  
coverings will allow additional light,
     
  &

ACOUSTICS
Reducing noise pollution is essential
to promoting the wellbeing and
comfort of people working or learning
  &C    
caused by a variety of things, such as
people talking, printers, telephones
or even brain storming sessions – all
of which will impair an employee’s
concentration. As such, it is important
      
     
acceptable level.
Floor coverings can help in two ways:
impact sound reduction and reducing

  &
5
   
comparative measurement of the
       
coverings can make to reduce ambient
noise generated in a room or circulation
space. High ambient noise levels can
  8  
   /     
that the noise is reduced in order
to maintain productive and happy
employees.

NATURE
Go Green! Working with the power of
nature can deliver an enormous sense
of wellbeing and engagement for
those employees that have access to it
in some shape or form. Some studies
have proven that having the natural
#     
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reduce employee stress and tension,
  / 
feelings of anger and hostility amongst
workers and even reduce fatigue .
A recent study actually found that
looking at nature for just 40 seconds
can improve attention and reduce
errors.
One of the easiest and most cost
 #     
      
windowsills, book shelves and even
workstations. However, employers can
      
coverings that capture the beauty of
the natural world, such as reclaimed
wood and natural stone aesthetics –
which are rising in popularity across all
sectors.

ALLERGIES
Approximately 235 million people
   # 
conditions, such as exposure to fumes,
gases or dust, are responsible for 11 per
cent of asthma cases worldwide.
There are a number of steps that
employers can take to minimise risks
and reduce allergens in the workplace:
good ventilation and clean air; regularly
serviced heating, ventilation and air
conditioning units and the installation
; >D    &
Forbo’s Flotex and Marmoleum
collections have been awarded the
prestigious “Seal of Approval” from
Allergy UK.
These simple changes can contribute
to creating a healthy, hygienic and
comfortable working environment
for employees. When it comes to
refurbishing or designing a new
 /     # 
  
    
    #
being of the individuals using the space
 
 &

Introducing EC4
Combining the elegance and robustness of solid oak
and steel, KI’s EC4 workstation system adds a touch
of nature to the modern office landscape from open
plan areas to meeting rooms and third spaces.

EC4, biophilic design & #loveyourworkspace
Natural analogues such as EC4’s solid oak legs and oak
laminate detailing act as reminders of the natural world. This
indirect connection enhances wider biophilic design, which
has been shown to reduce stress and improve wellbeing.
Find out more: www.kieurope.com/EC4
KI Europe
New Fetter Place
8-10 New Fetter Lane
London EC4A 1AZ
E: workplace@kieurope.com
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FAST FACTS

DEMYSTIFYING PERFORMANCE

BASED CONTRACTS
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
The increasing trend for outsourcing FM services, with the sector
   $    $   &   
        !      
       $ '   
   !*  +;<% $  *  & 

P

erformance management in
FM is about monitoring the
operation of the facilities against set
targets and identifying opportunities
for improvement. This is typically
focused on the performance of a
contract, but can just as easily refer
to that of an in-house team.
Managing the performance of an
organisation’s facilities is important
because of the direct correlation
between the standards of facilities
management within a company and the
morale and productivity of its occupants.
Excellent workplaces act as a recruitment
and retention tool for both employees
and customers.
Good performance management
ensures that every part of the FM team
is working at optimum level to deliver
the expected standards of service. It
starts at the procurement stage when the
client organisation is looking for an FM
supplier, and deciding on the length and
scope of the contract.

CONTRACT LENGTH
Clients that tend to take a more
partnership approach with their supply
    <  
longer-term contracts and are generally
opting for longer-term relationships,
        "" 
rather than multiple contractors.
When deciding on the length of any
proposed contracts, client organisations
need to decide on their key objectives
from the FM outsourcing. Are they
 ` "   
incentivise to innovate and create value
for money; or do they prefer a more

16
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transactional approach with a short-term
      $V  
less risk? The contract length speaks
volumes.

SPECIFYING CONTRACTS
In order to set those targets, the client
organisation needs to understand its
   -(<     
goals and share that information with
their service provider. This is typically
      " < 
the blueprint for the contract, which
forms the basis for other documents
such as service level agreements (SLAs)
and key performance indicators (KPIs).
Although in-house relationships wouldn’t
have a contract, they should typically
work to internal service level agreements.
\ " <  
the legal terms within the contract. For
    #  
SMART objectives:
% & " <  <
exactly what the contract should deliver
with as much detail as necessary. There
should be no vagueness in the language
used.
7 The objective should
be easy to measure – around quantity,
quality, timeliness or cost – and the
 <
6  the targets need to be
achievable. Does the contractor have
the skills and authority to complete
the work?
  the targets must be realistic
and relevant, and linked to the
organisation’s strategic goals.
3 O  " <  
provide a deadline for when each

objective needs to be completed; or a
frequency. For example, every Friday,
every month, three times a year.
Over the past few years, we have
seen a move from ‘input’ to ‘output’
" <   " "" 
involves reduced client management
input and monitoring, and a service
delivery that is results-orientated. In
other words, do not tell them how to
do it, tell them what you want. This
encourages innovation and added
# $V     
control providers have over the inputs,
    #
achieve the outputs. Providers can be
contracted to self-monitor delivery.
Client reporting along with measurable
output requirements, user feedback and
evidence of conformity help to reduce
the fear of loss of control.
The client must explore the merits of
 " #  " " < 
for their unique circumstances. Input
" < "" "   
range of objectives, or outputs, cannot
 <D " " < 
are used when service objectives can be
<  #
predictable.
It is the level of risk transfer
       D 
to the prescriptive nature of input
" < " "   
service risk stays with the client; the
problem with service delivery may
      `<
requirement rather than an issue with
the facilities services provider. Output
" < "       
FM provider.

WRITING GOOD SERVICE
LEVEL AGREEMENTS AND KEY
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
SLAs provide the key performance
criteria by which success or failure
in the relationship will be measured.
They essentially give more details
    " < !
which although they are described as
agreements are usually written by the
client, must be detailed but they should
not be so prescriptive about inputs that
they prevent a supplier from seeking
ways to do a better job and become
more innovative. The SLA should:
» Identify certain service levels or
performance standards that the
outsourcing contractor must meet or
exceed
» Specify the consequences of failure
to achieve one or more service levels
» Include incentives for performance
that exceeds targets
» Establish the level of importance of
key service areas through a weighting
system
The SLA can also contain the
procedure for incorporating any changes
that occur in the targets.
When determining the success criteria
for an SLA, the factors that are critical
to an organisation’s success must be
  )&<  #
used to measure against, and each
critical success factor will contain KPIs
to enable management to understand,
measure and control progress.
The aim should be to select as few
KPIs as required, focusing on quality
not quantity.

REVIEWING AND MEASURING
PERFORMANCE
Progress reports and discussions,
project reviews, and comprehensive
updates between appointed parties,
and to agreed timescales are vital to
the smooth-running of a contract.
Performance management is now
  "  -( 
packages.
As well as benching and scorecards,
payment mechanisms manage the
<      `"" 
relationship by providing a template of
<"  :  
and measuring performance and
quantifying the pain/gain share aspect. It
incentivises the supplier to understand,
control and minimise availability and
performance risks.

NOW THAT’S
ONE IMPRESSIVE
HIRE FLEET
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with serious professional
board representation, it
   8 
for the business. It was
      ? 
many executives to make, but
make it they did, because the
tipping point had been reached.
The biggest question in my mind
was why had it taken so long?
5 ?#   #  
organisations have a ‘forgotten’ part of their

$    7
   
  ]   
   %  
 '  
  * 
7   
7 %  
   &    
%     
    &7
     

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE COACH'S VIEW
DAVID KENTISH,
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER KENTISH AND CO
When I started my
career in advertising
many years ago,
I worked in the
print/production
department. This
was the department
that took the
creative design
and turned it into
the press ads and
David Kentish
posters you see in
magazines and on
billboards. Although
 #   
to now.
And just like FM, it was not the
most glamorous of departments
and was usually situated in the
basement two doors down
from the toilets. It seemed to
me that the board director who
had responsibility for the print/
production department always
looked as though they had drawn
the short straw. They didn’t want it
and didn’t really know how it worked.
It was just a necessity, no more than that.
The print/production department did
   8#     &5#
overlooked and generally poorly funded.
Then something happened.
A realisation dawned that although not glamorous, if
this area within the business was properly structured,

business, which, if managed professionally and with board
representation would become an invaluable asset to the
overall competency of that company.
FM, it appears to me is in a transitionary state. It has
       ?
  8  #  #   /
getting there, but not quite fully recognised. However,
momentum is building and the tipping point is getting
closer.
# /7     8  
of the company, or in some cases another board director
is given the responsibility. This means that the FM has to
get information on upcoming changes within the business
from someone above them. Which invariably means that
     /  / 
even a move have already been taken before they know
about it.
The FM then has to deal with that decision and make
it work. In all cases what has been decided, could
and should have been discussed with the FM, for
         8 
of those decisions and to gain specialist advice
about the best approach, which will secure the
expected outcomes with the least amount of
8  &
      
company occupies (and for many companies
this is in multiple locations) just to support the
core business delivery of its services is second
only to the cost of its employees. Depending on
the size of the company and without getting out my
calculator, I would say that it’s a lot!
How many companies that have a cost to its business,
which is its second highest outlay, would not have a senior
main board representative of that spend if it was not FM,
5    8     

It is essential to
demonstrate the strategic
and operational impact of the
total FM remit.”

– Julie Kortens
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I would suggest none!
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FM is the glue that weaves its way throughout the whole
corporate structure of a company, making sure that the engine
is running and the wheels are turning for the core business to
 &< #  @  P#  78  
     *  8 # 
And a better question to ask than ‘who should FMs turn to’?
should be: ‘Who should the board turn to when it comes to the
         *
Answers on a postcard please.

THE CONSULTANT’S VIEW
JULIE KORTENS ,
KONNECTED PEOPLE
I am pleased to see that
over the past few years
the demand for FM to be
represented on the board
has been replaced by a
     &= 
are now saying that FM
should be recognised for
the contribution it makes
Julie Kortens
towards business, the
economy and society. This I
think is far more important than assuming that FM has a right
to be represented at the top table.
Each and every FM has an important role to play and
#        
sustainability of their respective business. At the BIFM Th!nk
FM conference in May this year the agenda focused on FM’s role
    5      
that FM has. Further evidenced by the new impact related
categories in the 2016 BIFM Awards around brand impact,
organisational impact, workplace impact and more.
The very nature of Facilities Management and its operational
focus means that the majority of FMs have general
management expertise rather than perhaps the strategic focus
which is needed on a board of directors. As the IOD tell us,
“companies need governing whilst the business

2
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need managing”.
Interestingly, many FMs believe that if they are promoted to
  #      7 
the business but once on the board you are no longer an FM
        7& 
are there to represent the whole company and must always
vote in the best interests of the overall business. This applies to
      /   8  /
HR directors and other specialist functional leads.
My personal view is quite simple, if we are doing our job
well then the director we report to will be more than willing to
talk about our contribution. It is an imperative of any senior
FM to think about the contribution their team is making to
8      /  
having on productivity by providing a safe and stimulating
environment, allowing the employees of a business to focus on
their core responsibilities.
During my FM career I have reported in to a variety of
    /   # 8  9
  &B         /7A
a tendency to focus on total property costs, contract value and
ROI. The HR director on the wellbeing and motivational impact
      &=   # 
the most strategic approach was the general manager. He had
a full board remit but with a responsibility that spanned HR,
FM, IT and Engineering he had full sight of all operational areas
and a joined up approach to operations has to be in the best
interest of the business.
Wherever FM reports, my view is clear. It is essential to
demonstrate the strategic and operational impact of the total
FM remit. Collaboration, commitment and strategic vision all
ensure that the contribution of FM will not be overlooked. 

THE HR VIEW
C-J GREEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR,
SERVEST GROUP
There is a hidden
question within this
challenge to explore how
FM goes about getting
recognised at board
level - and that question
is whether it needs to in
C-J Green
8 &
There has always
been an on-going debate regarding this particular topic. The
relentless conversation that pivots on the central question “how does FM get a seat at the table?” - can actually be quite
distracting. In fact, I would suggest that this has become almost
  #     &* / 8  
perhaps blindsiding other more vital discussions, such as how
7  #       
to change. FM is a natural part of an organisation’s makeup; I
would argue that it can perform its function, and create impact
on its own merit, without necessarily needing a seat at the
table.
We’re hearing time and time again that the world Cont. p22
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So how do we change this perception? For a start, service providers need to
                 
goals and strategies and aligning the FM service model to help them deliver.”
of work is changing. As such, the structure of organisations is
      ?       &
This question as to how one aspires to the board is going
to become redundant at some stage or another. Hierarchy
#      #  8  *
because organisations recognise that action from the masses,
not talk from the minority, prompts change. If we subscribe
to Socrates’ thinking that ‘the secret of change is to focus
    8  /    
new’, then perhaps it’s time to move away from the obsession
of getting a seat at the table, in order to focus on how to
  #  &
FM has the power to transform the workplace without
ticking the boxes of an archaic approach to decision making.
5*       #     
exemplarily service and support; so I’m not convinced it
matters whether FM secures a seat at the board, as long as it’s
 &
However, if someone comes up to me and says - “I’m an FM;
how do I get a seat at the board?” - My immediate response
would be to ask why. Anyone aspiring to the board needs to
understand and be able to communicate the value they will
bring to the table - not to the business, to the boardroom
itself.
Will an FM’s presence around that table shed light on
things the board aren’t thinking about? Will that place in the
   7 #  =  
 /5*  /       
all levels of an organisation so FM can still have visibility and
recognition, regardless of where it sits.
The board isn’t the ‘golden goose’ - an FM’s battle to get
recognised, to crank up the volume of the industry’s voice,
begins with cross-level engagement. And the ability to
  @     /  
at the table. 

=\9=`]\=
;C7BB;C/
FM MANAGING DIRECTOR,
MITIE
This question of how
facilities management can
break into the boardroom
has been around a while and
it’s linked inextricably with
the long-held desire for FM
to magically “up its game”
Martyn Freeman
and become more strategic.
I guess we could make a
strong case for our sector having a place in the boardroom,
but we’re not alone. If you take time to listen to arguments
from senior marketing and HR professionals in their
22
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     / *8  
equally strong cases for their disciplines to assume this
responsibility. It’s true that property and FM costs are second
only to people in most organisations. Bricks and mortar are
important, but that alone doesn’t justify a seat at the top
table.
Two questions come into my mind:
Do we actually deserve a place in the boardroom? Do the
leaders of the UK’s major organisations actually want us there?
The reality is probably and sadly, “no!” on both counts. The
fact that so many organisations outsource the property and
FM functions almost in their entirety, tells us something about
where these functions sit in the order of priorities. The reality
is that we’re not demonstrating the value of what we have
      &  ?# 
industry is seen as a rather expensive but necessary cost by
CEOs and CFOs.
So how do we change this perception? For a start, service
      8   
clients’ needs, understanding an organisation’s goals and
strategies and aligning the FM service model to help them
deliver. Businesses in every sector are working in increasingly
competitive environments and anything FM can do to help
them protect or improve their position will add value –
whether that be increasing employee retention, creating
a happy workforce, or improving the experience for that
company’s own customers.
  *        8
there are many key issues facing UK business at the moment,
including attracting and retaining talent, stalling workplace
productivity, and how to harness the power of data to create
     &7  8
contribution to make in all of these areas but we don’t seem to
be able to get that message across to those in authority.
It’s interesting that many of these business issues are
people-related. By no coincidence, we’ve noticed that a
number of major organisations are restructuring so that FM
teams now report into an HR director. Others have started
appointing “workplace directors” that integrate the previously
siloed property, FM, HR and IT departments into a single
people-focused support function. That’s more like a strategic
approach which creates an opportunity. FM has more insight
and understanding of people and the way they operate in
their workplace, than HR IT and property put together. So,
perhaps the way forward is for FMs to assume the job title of
“workplace director” and seize responsibility for this critical
business area. Maybe, just maybe, we will then push our way
into the boardroom.

Do you have a question that you’d like answered
by the FMJ Career Clinic?
Email:   % 
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FACILITIES SHOW

This month the Facilities Show returns to the ExCeL in London once again. In fact
there is every chance you are reading this at the event itself. There are expected to
be over 11,000 visitors over the three days for the Facilities Show alone, with tens
of thousands more attending the rest of the Protection & Management Series.
>    &               & 

SEE US

AT STAND

S1100

T

here will be over 100 seminars and workshops
hosted at the ExCeL complimented by over 300
expert speakers. These include three headline speakers;
Colonel Tim Collins OBE, Kate Adie OBE and James
Cracknell OBE. There will be the Facilities Society Fair,
which is a networking service for the industry and the
#SHE1000 Workshop which will celebrate and discuss
gender diversity in the sector.
 #  #   
Seminar Theatres:
1. Facilities 2020 Strategy Summit – looking at FM
leadership for future workplaces
2. FM Operational Excellence Arena - tools and best
             
management
3. FM in the Real World - cross sector case studies from
some of the UK’s most inspiring workplaces
Then of course there will be the exhibitors stands as well.
But what are people most looking forward to?

CAFM EXPLORER
CAFM Explorer has been exhibiting at the Facilities Show
    /|   
   Q1400.
Mark Tew, business development manager commented:
“The Facilities Show at Excel is a fantastic networking
opportunity and gives us the chance to have conversations
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Claire Visser, CAFM director, added:
“We’re really excited about this year’s Facilities Show as it
              
       !"#$%&   
  '   (  
 ) 
          
      

DE-ICE
The Facilities Show is being held in association with the
British Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM) and
        /<  /54<
          
  #  /   &
  *    </= /-  /
Ceris Burns International and De-Ice; each of them
    8   #&
 A 5 ;   
#   /| 7 *  
     #    
 &&&
Vicky Lopez, co-founder and
director at De-ice, said:
“We’re looking forward to
networking at the De-ice bar
again, and exhibiting in the
Health and Safety zone for the
' 
*)      
       
Vicky Lopez
      
in succession - with only a few
 +          
             
     &  / 0 (      
we would expose ourselves to by following such an approach
- it’s a slippery slope to potential accidents, litigation and
       
*)         #$  (  
  1(         
      

FACILITIES SHOW

INCENTIVE FM
  =  L< 
    /  
download for free now. The app is designed
   7   < #
 / ?  #&
5# 

 

 <       
map, providing you with the quickest routes
to your saved exhibitors
 Access the full seminar schedule and

       
:  A A - / 
#   "($H7   < #/
#  #   #  
take on the Snowball Challenge. De-ice will
     <"%'( < 
and Health Zone.
7  ""! "/A # 
  # B  7 
World theatre.

   %%&  and connect
directly with exhibitors and other attendees
 Connect with your peers by posting
comments, photos as well as rating sessions
and speakers
 Access all the information you need
   <## ""    
Protection & Management Series at ExCeL
London - Safety & Health Expo, Professional

Clothing Show, IFSEC International, FIREX
International and Service Management Expo
          
   & !  /
 5 73 /  
plans?
*   1   #$3  
       
   #  4   
event provides us with the perfect opportunity
to showcase our
industry-leading services
and solutions, share
      
   + 0
network with key decision
  0   
 0  
“Delegates will also be
invited to take part in our
51   /  4 
!  (#+ 670
Jeremy Waud
attendees will be able to
JUNE 2016
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on Tuesday 21st June coinciding with day one of the
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TRUVOX INTERNATIONAL
;        
#    / 
     *    
together manufacturers and distributors from our
   #     7   < #&|
What is it?
5 $"$   
to pre-arrange meetings with pre-registered
        /   
 &
C      @ 
 #   /  8
@  #  &
3       /# 
can broker meetings with potential prospects
  & #    
  8     
online business matchmaking tool.
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at the Facilities Show, and we’re delighted
      @>AB   &
1            
cleaning shows, but the level of interest –
and quality of enquiries at the 2016 show –
convinced us that it was worthwhile having a
     
*#  
      
providers are key audiences for us, and the
       
*1        
       K  0 
 
      
  @>A/      
Facilities Show, it gives us an exciting
          0
      
  
 
*) (     
  
       
challenges they’re facing and sharing our
&    &   

DARWIN CLAYTON
5  A # 4 /  
     /9:;4
    /    
7   < #  #  
 &!<#/   
A # 4  
“The Facilities Show is a great opportunity
  &    
 )     
     #$
   
*)   
      
        
enterprises in this sector, so this is a good
        
  0   (  
  

24/7
NATIONWIDE

365
General waste overspills Fly tipping Compactor breakdown Ofﬁce & store refurbishment Fire & ﬂood damage Freezer breakdowns
Product & packaging recalls Non-hazardous contaminated waste Site clearance & rubbish removal Waste electrical recycling (WEEE)
Secure archive destruction HazResponse: technical advice HazResponse: incident planning & control Asbestos: advice & removal
Chemical spills Safe disposal of chemicals Sewage clean up.

OneCall gets rid of it all. Call 0800 55 11 22 or visit biffa.co.uk/onecall
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Sally Wotton
that your property functions
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  0     
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gathered, ensuring that correct and intelligent
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ADAPT

Lynne Rushen

+    
  ;/8 
who specialise in helping
   
     
through ergonomic workplace
solutions. She said:

*1    #  4   
    0      
by the quality of the exhibitors, visitors and
  #        
 PQ  '  "  
exhibited and we are really looking forward to
          
 0   <   0

 0  0   
0     ?%: " 
    
  0   
brand awareness and quality leads are key
+   
*)     
    0    
     0%
4K 0
     
  PQ%4K (   0
RU/  0      
presentations on our stand each day about
    0    
 
 #   
  #  
stand for most of the time:
*1      
&          
   1     4  
& Health Expo runs concurrently with the
Facilities Show, as workplace wellbeing crosses
  1        
       0  0 
%&(B X

FMJ DEBATE
+ 7!# 
/    
   #&#   
  /  
##   
 
 #7   
   |
The debate will take place on the 22nd of
June between 13.50 and 14.30 < 
Summit Theatre. We are delighted to announce
##  
 VICKY O’FARRELL/A   : 
and a former chair of the Women in FM special
interest group
 LORRAINE BARNET/A   *<  
4     

Vicky O’Farrell
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Nathan Ott

 NATHAN OTT/4B&$+  
345+
 KATH FONTANA, MD of ISS Technical
<    54<=  3
for Facilities Management



Each of our four panelists can boast a wealth
       
      #   
be an intriguing debate.
  # < #  
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Lorraine Barnet

Kath Fontana
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   01  B"8 
show - to share knowledge, exchange opinions,
have a debate about the world of work and
        
        
    ' <1    
         1
         
        
industry colleagues is a given, there is always a
       0   
     1 (   
 0    0  (+ 
   <       
  5(

ANDREWS AIR CONDITIONING
;        /; #
; 4    /#  # 
   8 
       < #/
        
 &
=  /    
; #; 4    / 
*"      &  
proud of our expertise in the facilities

        
 /1   #  $
  
The Facilities Show provides us with a fantastic
opportunity to rekindle our association with
       0
developing new relationships with potential
        
  
  
*"        01    
visitors to discuss their air conditioning hire
    #$  
 
at the show, who will be very happy to identify
       '& 
           
7  #      *
Andrews Air Conditioning competition at the
 #/ #    
competition themed around the upcoming
summer football tournament in France.

MCS
-  @   4<#    
7   < # 8  
8   8   
      
client and partner network at the UK based
exhibition.
<+ /44<<   / 
* PQ    $!4  
heritage of the Facilities Show provides a well      
“Facility services are the second largest cost
     0    
          
         #$
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If you’ve never been,
make this the year to go, but
don’t just walk around - meet
the people who make the
workspace ‘work’.”
Vicky O’Farrell
managing director
Motivational Voice
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a challenge in assessing how this ‘futuristic’
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DOLPHIN DISPENSERS
Dolphin Dispensers is a market leader in the
#     /  
on the manufacture and distribution of
dispensers. Their clients include the Swiss
-  E3  G/< /"(
7 < / ; 9/
+      /+  
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and their clients in reaching their sustainability,
     &     
"         
   &  /8%%"$0?%%:4Q"    
   
“Dedicated to having a solution for every
budget, we will also be exhibiting our Velocity
   0< %& 8  0
    %  8   : / 
     

Responsible for lifts,
escalators or moving
walkways?
Speak to Stannah.

Meet us on stand R1450 at the Facilities Show 2016 or in the FM Excellence Arena:
look out for two sessions of lift and escalator expertise.

www.stannahlifts.co.uk
Escalators by Stannah at Leeds Station, Southern Entrance
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Back in February ISS’ head of group marketing, Peter Ankerstjerne gave one of the most talked
about lectures, focusing on what he termed the ‘uberisation’ of facilities management at the
    +   !Q   >   Z  '      
get his views about a host of other issues facing the industry

A

nkerstjerne joined ISS 22 years ago,
since that point he has held a number of
 ; % '     
role in 2007. During that time he has come up
with some interesting talking points for the
sector. He has pointed out that many of the
major, trendsetting companies own no assets.
For example Uber, AirBNB and Facebook.
Ankerstjerne posits that something similar
could happen in the FM industry in the future.
Uber, an app that allows you to submit a
request for a driver, has caused controversy
in several countries and is even banned in
-   8 *  #
   # *   #
from traditional business models and
practices.
Uberisation has also impacted the
hotel industry, with AirBNB estimated to
have cost hotels in New York City alone
  "     &C 
has had a similar impact on DVD
8  &
According to Peter Ankerstjerne
something similar could be coming
for the FM industry.
A few years down the line, the

Dane says, companies might not employ any actual
service individuals. “I can envision companies
sharing service employees. People can go on the
internet and book a a service employee, be it a
cleaner a security guard or anything else. You could
     #
about the quality of their work.
“Also if you look at the cost structure of that,
*@          /
        /
  8  /  *
  &5*     # 
happen but it is one possible scenario and the
industry should give it some thought. Things like
vetting processes, HSE standards and insurances
would need to be looked at.
“This sort of crowd-sourcing is becoming more
and more popular. It allows organisations to
harness the collective resources of a large group of
people through the Internet. There is no doubt that
using this approach will provide access to more
standardised services at lower cost. Short-term
there is probably an upside for both the customers
as well as the employees. However the long-term
perspectives are largely unknown and could
potentially be more daunting.”
Back in February, right as Ankerstjerne was

speaking at the Workplace Futures Conference
the Independent was reporting on the rise of this
phenomenon. The paper reported that “Uber alone
is used by more than 30,000 drivers… with more
than 1.5 million regular passengers in London.
Last summer it was valued at around $50 billion,
  # *    &|
A survey conducted by Ipsos Mori, found that
 8     #  
for work through online platforms. It also found
that “42 per cent of respondents – equivalent to
more than 18.5 million people – said they have
       8 
drivers, builders, designers and accountants.
Backers of these services, which last year
PricewaterhouseCoopers [PwC] said could be
worth as much as £9 billion to the economy by
2025, are reinventing employment.”
Professor Ursula Huws, an academic from
University of Hertfordshire, who led the survey
of more than 2,200 adults, commented in the
article: “The size of this crowd-working army is
     8  8 
that policymakers and academic researchers have
      #
we might call platform labour.
“There is a real risk that the proliferation of
JUNE 2016
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online labour platforms will lead
to an erosion of labour standards
  / 
revenues. It has been labelled the
P   */   
participating in it are doing so not for
altruistic reasons or in their spare time
but relying on it to earn a living.”
What will this involve? It could see
     
become more like homes from home as
they get used to working for themselves.
It could lead to a far more independent
workforce but there are many who
fear it could lead to an end of paid
vacation days, the living wage and
stable careers. Not that this reinvention
will go unchallenged of course. Uber
has sparked protests across the world
; -C- 8 
the whole history of subletting laws
around renting out spare rooms. The
only certain thing seems to be that the
industry is going to change.

August 2014, which highlighted the
  8   
rights of workers and establish more
responsible procurement practices, the
campaign seeks to promote compliance
with employment law, encourage the
respectful treatment of cleaners and
improve the impact of public and private
sector working conditions.
They have also invested in a new
     P55<<*/
a fully integrated programme, with a
module for front line operatives that
has been endorsed by the BIFM.
The training programme which is being rolled out
across ISS - was also
shortlisted by the
Chartered Institute
of Personnel
Development
(CIPD) for the
prestigious
CIPD People
Management
Awards, 2015.

INDUSTRY BODY
So with this sort of mindset what
does Ankerstjerne think about some
of the other issues facing facilities
7 ? 
collapse of the Building Futures Group
does he think there is a need for another
    8 ? 
“I think there is a large role for an
industry body to play, locally, regionally
and internationally. IFMA is held back by
the huge amount of EU legislation that
 # &    54<
role to play, particularly in making sure
some of the less professional companies
      ¦ § 
   #  # 
doing so.
“All industry bodies need to do
more on these two fronts. Training is
     
management with courses now being
      /  
      
on the frontline. It is similar with the
living wage, which is a great thing if you
   &  
 *     <  
where the cleaners tend to be better
    # &
Equally, the UK deserves credit for
acknowledging there was a problem and
 8   &|
ISS have demonstrated their own
commitment to this cause by joining
#B@  9  
4   *    
the lot of cleaners. Following on from
the Invisible Workforce report of
34
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 &   
processes and benchmarks, but we need to
become more aware of what FM is actually
about.”

INTERNATIONAL FM
As head of group marketing for such a large
multinational company Ankerstjerne has
      
      &;? 
ISS was founded in Copenhagen in 1901
and has spread so that it now operates
   8  /
       
across the globe.
“Companies and practices
      
places. Even within those
places they vary from
company to company.
Eastern Europe is
    
Europe and then again
from Asia and the United
States.
“There is no global
standard for facilities
management and when
you reach a certain level there
       
markets. Customers need to be aware
of the condition of their portfolio. For
#    
   /   /
customer satisfaction all vary from country
to country. That being said the world is
certainly getting smaller.
“Technology is changing everything and
8      /
advances in fabrics and chemicals will
8#     &
Historically FM has been slow to adapt
     *
    # # 
drive FM to adopt new standards.”
This is the sort of thing ISS are moving
  &7 /< Q
ISS app was recently awarded the title
“Most Promising Digital Workplace App or
Collaboration Tool” at the international
   5 &C | -  &
< Q5<<   
  8 
facility improvements.
Clearly Peter Ankerstjerne is a man with
    / * 
giving them. For those in attendance
Ankerstjerne will be speaking at the
upcoming European Facility Management
Conference, being held in Milan on the
8th and 9th of June. His topic will be
A    <   
digital world”.

Technology is changing
$  $     
the internet of things, advances in
fabrics and chemicals will
       
management is.”

It is a common
question whenever
a group of FMs get
together, should the industry
be represented at board level?
The BIFM has written a white paper on
the subject and it has been discussed
at countless conferences and events.
Naturally few facilities managers are
going to say no to this but Ankerstjerne
     *
yet come.
“FM needs to mature. It has to focus
more on culture, attracting top talent
and development. The industry will
get the voice that it deserves and
may get a seat on the board when it
understands how the workplace can add
      
organisations – and to how this helps to
implement strategy and change culture,
but not before.”
Is there any progress being made
in this area though? “Ten years ago,
price was 90 per cent of an outsourcing
decision. Last year, it was around 63 per
cent. Access to talent and innovation are
becoming more and more important.
This is essential because the FM industry,
  8  /
has become far too numbers driven. All
of our conversations revolve around
tweaking the last few percentages of
      &
“I strongly believe we need to rethink
 &A *#  
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Red Line False Alarms
Complete False Alarm Management from Advanced
Advanced has spent over 17 years making the best performing, easiest to conﬁgure
ﬁre systems in the business. Now we’ve changed false alarm management forever.
AlarmCalm is a three-stage solution of fast hardware, powerful, easy to use
software and intelligent, loop-powered, acknowledgement devices.
It’s the total, technical solution to one of the biggest issues in Fire today.

Find out more at alarmcalm.advancedco.com

Verification

Investigation

Tel: +44 (0)1670 707 111 Fax: +44 (0)1670 707 222
Email: sales@advancedco.com Web: www.advancedco.com
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APPRENTICESHIPS

O

ver the past several years the
government has publically revamped
the nation’s apprenticeships programme.
The Prime Minister has set a target of
reaching three million apprenticeships
available by 2020. A large part of this has
been the development of trailblazers
which are groups of employers who
come together to design apprenticeship
standards and assessment approaches.
“This changing landscape is providing
the platform for BIFM to work alongside
employers again to shape the next
   @  8 
apprenticeships,” says Linda Hausmanis,
director of professional development at the
British Institute of Facilities Management.
“We can understand what skills will be
required of FMs of the future to manage the
workplaces of the future.
“In 2008 BIFM worked with employers
to design and develop the existing BIFM
7@  8 +"/%/)'/
and these form pathways in the existing
apprenticeship frameworks.”

SHEFFIELD HALLAM
Another organisation striving to make the
      < 9
>   &< 9#8 
           
FM and is still determined to help develop
the industry.
Paul Wyton, subject group leader
    < 
Hallam told FMJ: “Part time education
for professionals at university has almost
 "($(/ "($)  
made a number of commitments to
develop and enhance the standing of
apprenticeships and better meet the skills
needs for the UK. At the centre of these
commitments was the intent to grow the
numbers completing higher and degree
   / 8  
to support apprenticeships delivered by
universities.
“For organisations this means that for the
8        
at a university will gain government funding
  '(    &
< 9>   E<9>G
 8        
new higher level apprenticeships in facilities
management. Higher apprenticeships are
available to anyone in employment, who
has not already completed a degree or
received a student loan.
“Anyone can, with their employers
support, complete a higher apprenticeship
through a university whilst still working, and
 7  A E # -57
@  8 G#    &
“This is a great opportunity for

FEATURE

organisations employing FM’s, whether
working for suppliers or in-house, public
sector, private or third sector, to support
personal and organisational development
at a low cost.
@  8 #    
a part time blended basis over two and a
half years, combining intensive interactive
workshops of two or three days, distance
supported online learning, completion of
work based assignments and work based
learning in agreement with employers to
 8  &
The programme is designed to provide
work relevant learning whilst keeping any
disruption to work to a minimum.
;< -  < # 
a new opportunity, the chance to recruit
the brightest school leavers into FM, taking
a formal apprenticeship programme that
includes employment and a university
@  8 &<     # 
have to be employer led, and probably
require an element of industry co-operation,
but would create opportunity to make FM a
career of choice.”

BIFM
< 9*    
   -57+)
'| 9  &    
an opportunity to achieve both an academic
@  8 #    
comes from the professional body’s
@  8 &|
Hausmanis is clearly passionate
about changing the perception of
apprenticeships in the FM industry. “The
term apprenticeships is a misnomer,” she
 &    ?  
with young people just out of school. We
    8
of apprenticeships to adults, even those
already in work. People who want to
embark on a programme of learning
and gain a recognised academic and
  @  8  * 
 P   *&5
they should seize the opportunity and take
 8     
government is willing to contribute.
    8
opportunities out there and lots of reasons
why people might not have been able to
take advantage of these; from companies
who don’t support them through to having
children at home or via a thousand other
reasons. But now it is becoming much
easier for people at work to still educate
themselves.”

THE PROGRAMME
All well and good, but what is it you
JUNE 2016
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AWARDS

will actually learn during these
apprenticeships? Wyton provided
the course outline for the FM Higher
;   < 9
“The Foundation Degree in Facilities
E7; 7G  
established education programme for
the development of facilities managers
 >D&@  8 
meets the requirements of the Higher
Apprenticeship Framework for Facilities
Management and so attracts the funding
for eligible employees.
@  8 # # 
support from BIFM, employers and past
students, to represent the needs of the
   @  8  
7; 7/#-57+)
'       
5    4  <  E54<G&|
< 9     
an increasing demand across the industry
for facilities managers who possess
 @  8   
practical experience of the industry.
The university has sought to set up their
@  8   
for FM companies and organisations
to be part of the push to address skills
shortages across FM as well as the
 P  *
to support the development of future
managers.”
This is something that Hausmanis
agrees with, saying that though people
across the sector keep talking about the
skills shortage, “we should be seeing
greater corporate engagement to enrol
individuals onto these programmes in
order to address the skills shortage.”
There needs to be a change in the “short
termism” attitude which prevails in the
industry which is counter intuitive to the
development of a skilled workforce.
What both sides agree on though is
that the size of the FM workforce is set
to grow in the coming years. Indeed
38
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-  4 8     
 #  EH' G
of professionals from the FM sector
state they are planning to increase
their workforce in the future. Certainly
8    
workforce be trained academically as
well as practically and to develop FM as a
career of choice.
< 9* #
two and a half and three years and
learners are evaluated by completing
a variety of assessments to test many
attributes relevant for successful
management performance in the
workplace. Assessment types can include
management and technical reports,
research investigations into practice,
problem solving activities, presentations,
self, peer and co-assessment and incompany projects. There are no exams for
the FdA in FM.
The programme adopts a blended
learning approach with modules
delivered through a combination of
online learning activities, two or three
days focused workshops and work-based
assignments, all supported by a teaching
 @  8  
the industry and a range of academic and
other resources.

BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYERS
So far we have heard lots about the
8     
apprentices themselves, but what
about their employers? Why should they
       
process? “The programme produces
@  8/  7/| 
Wyton.
“Whilst with us apprentices are able to
learn about principles, techniques and
their practical use, which is then further
developed in the workplace. Putting

The FdA in FM is an innovative
work-based learning solution that
is designed to meet the needs of the
employer and the learner, putting
them at the heart of the programme.
Typically it consists of building blocks
of learning comprised of the essential
components of management and
facilities practice required to be
successful in a complex and dynamic
modern workplace.
Alongside core topic areas, the
programme allows for completion of
major in-company projects designed
to deliver return on investment
for the employing organisation.
An illustrative example of the
programme is shown below:

UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATE
(18 Months)
 skills development
 the organisation and FM
 managing services and resources
 managing premises and the work
environment
 managing people
 managing projects

FOUNDATION DEGREE
(a further 14 months)
 change management
 8
 information management and
communications
 risk management
 the business environment
 work based project

       8
and professional competence.
“It means that employers are able to
attract and retain the best young talent,
supporting the youth employment
agenda. They can also generate a return
on investment through accelerated
development and increased commitment.
It is a useful way of ensuring that sponsored
employees gain the necessary knowledge
    @  8
professionally accredited.
< 9>   *-  
School has a strong history of collaboration
with employers to deliver work-focused
education and training and is now
ready to help them capitalise on Higher
Apprenticeships.
7; 7< 9
University fosters the skills, creativity and
loyalty employers need for employees to
commit themselves to an organisation and
drive it onto the next level.”

Coffee?
Have one on us.
Going to
’s
this year s
Facilitie
Show ?stand

e us at
Come se a FREE
r
T1515 fo
coffee

In fact, have
2 weeks’worth.

FMJ readers can get an exclusive 2 week trial with free coffee
included. Go to freshground.co.uk/fmj or call 0845 845 1500
today for a free quote.
Contracts start from
as little as 3 months

All servicing, parts
and labour included

FreshGroundUK

@FreshGroundUK

Exclusive, premium
coffee blends

FreshGround

FOCUS

HVAC

THE SURPRISING
WORLD OF HVAC
The hidden world of air conditioning is an often overlooked yet vital part of a building’s structure.
<    $       ]Q     $ 
temperature control is essential to a facilities manager’s role in enabling a productive workforce
whilst also supporting vital operations at the heart of the nation’s infrastructure

B

ut, are all air conditioning solutions the same and simply installed into
a building? This is a common misconception. In fact, the opportunities
are endless. There are many types of air conditioning applications, ranging
in capability and function, dependent on the required usage.
    &    /
#         #      
   &5    /       
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Air conditioning is also
required in mission critical
environments including data
centres, operating theatres and
pharmaceutical storage
locations.”
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KEY QUESTIONS TO ASK WHEN
SPECIFYING FIXED OR PORTABLE AIR
CONDITIONING
FIXED HVAC SYSTEMS

 What is the best solution for my
firm or client’s intended use of the
space/spaces that require cooling?
 Where will the indoor and outdoor
equipment be located?
 Will the provider visit your site? It
would be very difficult to provide the
most appropriate solutions without
scoping out the location
 Who manufactures the air
conditioning applications? Check
these are manufactured by a trusted
brand

TECHNOLOGY
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 Does the supplier have the ability
to maintain the equipment through
its life?
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PORTABLE/TEMPORARY HVAC
SOLUTIONS

 How fast can the equipment be
delivered to site?
 Does the suggested solution have
the capabilities to meet my firm or
client’s needs?
 Is the provider a specialist? Have
they worked in my industry before?
 Is the equipment well maintained?
Has it undergone a PAT test?
 Is the supplier flexible in terms of
easily extending the hire period?

HVAC PROBLEMS?
Whether your project involves replacement or refurbishment of existing HVAC
equipment, whether it’s a new build application, whether you’re looking for improved
performance, greater reliability or better energy efficiency (or all three), whether you
have a specific problem such as old, worn out, inefficient equipment or you are
constrained by space limitations....

....Weatherite will have a solution
That’s the benefit of over 43 years’ HVAC experience: In-house expertise in design,
development, manufacture, installation (if required), commissioning and support
services means that Weatherite will have the right solution for you.

Call 0121 665 2266 or email: sales@weatheritegroup.com

BRITISH MANUFACTURER
FOR

AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED

www.weatheritegroup.com
Part of the Weatherite Group of Companies

OVER

40

YEARS
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SECURITY

TAKING TO

THE SKIES
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have soared in popularity in recent
years, both for personal and commercial users. Terry Hanley, director
  ^    &   _ ]  $        
and risks their use could bring for security teams
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he security industry has seen an
exciting mix of new technologies
come to the fore in recent years. There
are a host of innovations – from driverless
vehicles to advanced camera technology
– that have the potential to transform
how security services are provided, and
security teams are rushing to catch up.
D      #   < 
impact on the sector today is UAVs – or
drones as they are more commonly known.
The commercial use of UAVs has rocketed in
the past few years, driven by rapidly falling
technology costs and a growing awareness
 <    #  
Hundreds of companies in the UK are now
making forays into the world of UAVs. PwC
announced in May this year, for example,
that it has set up a ‘drone-powered solutions
division’ to explore the applications for UAVs
across sectors ranging from construction to
insurance.
Able to remotely monitor large areas of land
and survey otherwise hard-to-reach locations,
the potential to use UAVs for security purposes
is clear. However, as a number of recent,
 `" < # 
of UAVs comes with contingent risks. Security
teams need to make sure they identify and
understand the potential challenges before
sanctioning their use more widely.

THE EYE IN THE SKY
When it comes to protecting large estates,
UAVs have a great deal of potential as a cost #  #      
and surveillance techniques.
CCTV devices are an established and
useful means of monitoring access points in
perimeter lines but can become prohibitively
expensive if used to monitor large, open
#       
to patrolling guards to carry
out the time-consuming
and arduous work of
physically checking
for trespassers
or security
breaches. By
using UAVs to
perform these
tasks remotely,
however,
operators
can improve
   
their monitoring
operations while
freeing up security
     
complex tasks.
Our trials are proving UAVs to be particularly
useful to support security activity within large
and remote estates. Rather than having a
team of two or three individuals patrolling

When it comes to
protecting large estates, UAVs
have a great deal of potential as a
 `   $   $  
traditional monitoring and
surveillance techniques.”

such sites, we can now deploy one operator
located centrally – usually in a parked vehicle
        < 
areas without requiring additional boots on
the ground.
Security in such environments is all about
what you can see, detect and control. UAVs
      " 
they can pick up far greater detail than human
eyesight – particularly at night. By combining
them with thermal imaging cameras, for
example, operators can quickly and easily
survey undergrowth or woodland for potential
intruders. Live images from the units can
then be streamed back to a central security
control point, who can then assess the visual
evidence to determine the level of risk and, if
        
deployment of additional resources.
By removing employees from the frontline,
UAVs also reduce the risk posed to security
teams – not just from would-be criminals
but from the broader working environment.
With more specialist operations such as the
protection of industrial facilities, security
teams need to be acutely aware of the
dangers posed by their surroundings – the
      <   
using UAVs to perform tasks remotely.

A WORD OF CAUTION
There is no doubt that UAVs hold great
potential as a security tool, but providers need
to go into any UAV programme with their eyes
wide open, as there are several inherent risks
when it comes to their use.
For a start, the possibility of collisions is
very real. There are strict guidelines in place
to minimise the risks, but accidents can still
happen. Twenty-three near misses between
 =X #   
UK Airprox Board (UKAB) last year between
April and October alone, while a reported
collision between a British Airways jet and a
UAV over Heathrow made headlines just a
few weeks ago.
The issue of privacy and data security also
presents a major challenge. This may be less
of a problem when UAVs are used on private
estates, but accusations of ‘snooping’ could
JUNE 2016
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easily be levelled at operators using them
close to more densely populated areas.
The audio/visual data gathered by UAVs
could, if it falls into the wrong hands, actually
exacerbate security breaches rather than
helping to prevent them. At Interserve, we
are accredited to the ISO27001 information
security management standard. This is a
 <  "     
      " <   
sharing protocols to securely hold, handle and
process information generated by UAVs.
Of course, the potential use of drones for
illicit data gathering is something that security
providers will also need to consider. For clients
  "   # < 
sites, there is an increasing possibility that we
will see UAVs being used as a way for others
to gain access to key information. The use
of counter-drone measures is something we
are actively considering as part of our own
security strategies, and would urge others
across the industry to do the same as their use
becomes more and more prevalent.

BUILDING ON REGULATION
One of the biggest challenges facing UAVs in a
commercial environment is developing a clear
understanding of the rules and regulations
governing their use, which is leading to
  <  "    
companies’ UAV strategies.
Progress is being made to try and
implement more consistent regulations
 =X!" <"    
the Civil Aviation Authority is now required
=X$        
purposes, and further permission is needed
$       
<   
or settlement which is substantially used
for residential, industrial, commercial or
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recreational purposes’). However, these
guidelines are not yet comprehensive and
there is much room for interpretation.
Until the commercial use of UAVs becomes
more established, security teams will need
to develop their own operator procedures
and guidelines to make sure that UAVs
are deployed safely within the working
environment. Our in-house UAV centre of
excellence has used the experiences of
both our construction and support services
divisions to establish guideline protocols
for the deployment of UAVs. Any team that
plans to conduct aerial work has to determine
#$  "    
reducing the risk of collisions and of privacy
infringements. Stakeholder liaison plans also
now include advance warnings regarding the
use of UAVs to help protect the privacy rights
of local residents.

THE BIGGER PICTURE
It’s easy to get carried away, but security
providers need to make sure that they use
UAVs intelligently if they want to get the most
value out of them. Partly this is about avoiding
the trap of using technology for technology’s
sake. Technology needs to add tangible
value to any security operation – there is little
point introducing the latest UAV technology
  #   
a strategically placed camera for half of the
operating cost!
The real potential for UAVs comes when we
start thinking about using them to do more
 
D   <  
to embrace the concept of big data and it is by
integrating the output from UAVs into wider
data analytic systems that we will start to see
<   
O     V 
the real-time intelligence generated by UAVs

and other monitoring and surveillance
devices, security teams can start to build a
holistic picture of the estates and buildings
that they are responsible for. No longer
restricted by retrospective or reactionary
reporting, they will be able to take a
proactive approach to security management
– identifying activity hotspots and taking
pre-emptive action to address any gaps in
security provision. Rather than just assigning
physical guards to an entrance area simply
because it is an access point, security teams
can deploy their resources more intelligently,
focusing on the most vulnerable locations
and the real time needs of an asset.

MOVING FORWARD
Used in the right way and in the correct
application, there is no doubt that UAVs
can help security teams to develop a
     ""   
management. They are, however, just one
part of the technology mix that is changing
the way the industry is operating.
UAVs, when deployed in the right situation
and supported by the right personnel and
processes, are already having a positive
impact on security provision. However, it’s
when we combine the information gathered
by UAVs with new data analysis techniques
and programmes that we will start to see
 #    
Integrating these analytical programmes
with a variety of information sources
remains a challenge and more
work is needed to develop common
platforms and systems with open protocol
    N<   
this right will far outweigh the challenges,
helping us to provide a more intelligent,
proactive security service to customers
across all industry sectors.

Having a Cabinet
Reshuffle?

The new EVO
Cabinet Skate
*
*
*
*
*
*

-

Moves full filing cabinets
Carries loads of up to half a tonne
No lifting required
Smooth-gliding 80mm swivel wheels
Personalised with your logo
£199

+ VAT + shipping

Visit www.evosupplies.co.uk to watch
the Cabinet Skate in action and see our
full range of professional furniture skates.
Call us on 01206 386683.

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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EASILUME LIGHTING TRANSFORMS
AAG SYSTEMS HQ

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST INVESTS IN
LEGIONELLA MONITORING

EasiLume LED
lights were
integral to the
design of AAG
Systems’ new
headquarters
in Barlborough,
' <
AAG Systems
was looking for
a striking, fun
and practical
workplace.
 D 
Interiors were
commissioned
to design and refurbish the interior of the building into a space where
people love to work. LEDs were the perfect choice to replace existing
$    
N  `" " #  $     
 V  "`    
   " "N"   $  #  
blue accents and EasiLume LED Envie Panels. The LED Panels are the ideal
   "  $  <V     
#   N
 :   <   
  +"       #   

Urban Environments, a leading engineering company specialising in air and
water hygiene, health and safety and quality evaluation, has been awarded the
Legionella monitoring contract for East Sussex Healthcare NHS Trust.
The company has been retained for an initial 12-months to provide UKASaccredited, laboratory-based testing and analysis for Legionella throughout the
Trust’s two sites: Conquest Hospital, near Hastings, and Eastbourne General
Hospital.
Urban Environments will be using new Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
   #  <  "   9   
standard culture procedures which generate results in 11-13 days. The company
will also be providing ongoing consultancy advice on water hygiene and any
necessary remedial measures.
James Homard, founder and technical director of Urban Environments,
comments, “PCR testing is a recent development in laboratory analysis and
is a valuable tool for monitoring bacteria in high risk areas such as intensive
care and renal units. However, results need to be interpreted carefully as
occasionally dead bacteria will
give a false positive.
“That said, given the danger
of Legionella in a hospital
environment, PCR, along with
more traditional testing and
monitoring, will enable the Trust
to be on the frontfoot when it
comes to maintaining a healthy,
Legionella-free environment."

 www.EasiLume.co.uk

 www.urbanenvironments.co.uk

 0333 800 5555

LARGEST TRUCK MOUNT IN WILSON ACCESS
FLEET HELPS TO TACKLE MILLENNIUM STADIUM
REBRANDING

ACSOFT HEALTH & SAFETY HELPS FACILITIES
MANAGERS BREATHE MORE EASILY

Wilson Access called upon the
       $ 
to help contractors rebrand the
former Millennium Stadium
'    /
rugby.
N)<)+ 
by John Anthony Signs is a new
addition to the Wilson Access
$      
available in the UK.
N++" (  
Stadium is now known as the Principality Stadium following a sponsorship
deal between the stadium and the Principality Building Society.
N $  ?   !   5
illuminated letters 2.3 metre high spelling out the stadium’s new name and
  + "  V      
 )<?   !   /
/N+          "  ##    
new signage.
N)<)+*         
)<V`      "   " #
buildings, so that an operator can work on a rear fascia of a building whilst the
vehicle is parked at the front.

! > !   "           
 "   #          
management industry with its range of reliable and accurate Indoor Air Quality
(IAQ) Monitors from Pennsylvania-based E Instruments.
Aimed at FMs and HVAC professionals, these portable, handheld IAQ
   `       
for a wide variety of buildings, namely homes,
    "    
and airports.
The models available are AQ Comfort, AQ
PRO and AQ VOC. All boast a lightweight,
durable design and provide real-time data
logging for graphs, data analysis and easy
reporting. They also incorporate Bluetooth for
wireless communication with a PC and printer.
Depending on the model, the portable, handheld
IAQ monitors measure CO2, CO, VOC, NO2, O3,
   "  #   $ 
barometric pressure. The AQ VOC instrument provides
dynamic photoionisation detection (PID) volatile organic
compound (VOC) sensor technology which is capable of detecting 0-20,000
parts per billion (PPB) and 0-200 parts per million (PPM).
Standard features of the range include active internal sampling pump,
easy-to-use menu system, Li-ion rechargeable battery and large internal
memory, whilst optional extras comprise wireless printer, handheld probe and
protective rubber boot.

 www.wilsonaccess.co.uk

 www.airsampling.co.uk
 01234 639550
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POWERFUL , QU I E T,
EFFECT I V E .
SUPPORTING BRITISH DESIGN

Tough. Quiet. Exceptional performance. Designed and engineered in Britain to be lightweight yet robust,
Vax Commercial’s brilliant tub vacuum range offers outstanding cleaning performance, 24 hours a day.
If you need a fast, efficient cleaning solution, Vax Commercial has the vacuum cleaner to suit your needs.

TO ORDER OR TO FIND OUT MORE, PLEASE CONTACT US:
0330 0264 275

sales@vaxcommercial.co.uk

vaxcommercial.co.uk

@vaxcommercial

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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OCS MANAGER JOINS THE ARMI RANKS
( O
D'! "      " "  =
to have been accepted as a Fellow of the Asbestos Removal Management
Institute. In the rigorous assessment process, Brookes demonstrated his
knowledge and competence of working with materials containing asbestos, as
well as exemplary standards of health and safety management.
Bob Taylor, OCS
UK CEO, commented:
“We would like to
congratulate Mike on
his achievement. This
is further testament
to our expert team
and their skill and
resource to ensure
"   #
   
demanding
and sensitive
environments.”
Brookes added:
“OCS Environmental
Services safety record
is second to none.
We have been awarded the Royal Society for the Protection of Accidents Gold
Medal for outstanding occupational health and safety, and a Gold Award for
Training from the Asbestos Removal Contractors Association. The fellowship
award is an honour and will help to build on this success.”

 www.ocs.co.uk

CREATE INSTANT MEADOWS WITH PICTORIAL
MEADOWS NEW PM TURF
Pictorial Meadows, the world leader in naturalistic planting has launched
  # #"  )(N   "`  #
   $ 
rich established,
sustainable perennial
meadow anywhere.
PM Turf boasts
 <  
Pictorial Meadows
unique and long
lasting perennial
seed mixtures, in a
product that is quick
and easy to establish
  < 
outperform any other product on the market. Grown to exacting production
   ` " # #      #
way to create a meadow.
PM Turf uniquely consists of 100 per cent meadow plantlets which are
grown in a special substrate to ensure consistency.
Ideal for any site or space which require a sustainable but high impact
 ")(N  #      $ 
"    )(N     "  
#<      
grass turf.
PM Turf is available to order now with delivery UK wide from August
 www.pictorialmeadows.co.uk
 01142 677 635

CAM TRAINING INTRODUCE NEW COURSES
'(N   #        V" '(!"   !""  
 5+** "       
training courses for people involved in building cleaning and maintenance.
N      #     
a lack of understanding about the training that truly professional cleaners
undertake. Training is essential to ensure safe working practices and should
include health and safety for personal and public protection, all trade relevant
regulations and customer service training.
9;

9673    

 IOSH working safely and managing safely
 Chartered Institute of Environmental Health
 Federation of Window Cleaners (FWC) IOSH
accredited Cleaning Windows Safely using
Water fed poles and Ladder
 Federation of Window Cleaners (FWC) IOSH
Risk assessment and method statements for
cleaning windows
 CAM also offers bespoke, industry specialised, training to suit its clients’
specific needs
 www.camsupport.co.uk/training

HERITAGE PAINTING AT
TEMPLECOMBE STATION
% " *]9^ 
by an enthusiastic team of
volunteers over many years,
it was feared that the bridge,
     *9]^ 
lost, if plans could not be agreed
to refurbish it.
Bagnalls worked closely with
!  / N    
Friends of Templecombe Station
and Network Rail, to complete
the preparation and repainting
of the bridge structure. Our site
supervisor, Nick Foley was on
site, managing and directing the
volunteers for four weeks and
his experience and knowledge
was very much welcomed by all involved. He said, “It was great to see the
transformation take place. The volunteers all worked really hard removing
mesh panels, preparing the steel surfaces and then applying the paint. The
<          #"  Z
    "  N"   YO 
!!  Z   !  / N Y&( N@ 
5+*ZN        [ O !  
  5+*          
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 www.bagnalls.co.uk
 (01274) 714800
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MAKE AN
IMPRESSION

Visit us at
The Facilities
Show
on stand
T1450

With our super range of Flooring.
Featuring high performing products that offer an unmatched level of performance, longevity and quality.

Call us now to find out more on 01985 218994
or visit www.jaymart.co.uk
Jaymart Rubber & Plastics Ltd.
Roman Way, Crusador Park, Warminster, Wiltshire, BA12 8SP

Mats and Floors

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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ADCOCK CONTINUE TO EXCEL THROUGH ITS HIGH
INDUSTRY STANDARDS

PAUL WILKES APPOINTED MANAGING
DIRECTOR OF POLARIS PLASTICS

Adcock Refrigeration and Air Conditioning have announced that they have
  &!D]++* <   NO  
Bureau for installation, service and maintenance of refrigeration and climate
control equipment.
The ISO 9001 accreditation is awarded to organisations that demonstrate
that they have a quality management system in place to ensure consistency
and improvement which leads to high levels of performance and customer
satisfaction.
In addition to achieving ISO 9001 accreditation the Company have also
  D>!!*9++*     OD>!!
*9++*        "     
issues and show how they reduce the risk of accidents and any breach in legal
requirements.
The health and safety standards of the Company were also recognised in
February and March this year by
MACE MEP when they received
> !   
 <        
;> "  
In addition to the growing
list of accreditations that have
been awarded to the Company,
Adcock have also been
shortlisted for Family Business of
5+*  ; 
;   

)/     
business as business development
director in November 2013,
has been appointed managing
director of Polaris Plastics.
With a strong track record
in both sales and team
management, Paul has worked
in the away from home sector
since 1993. This has included
   \  ) <
; "  O%  
Supplies.
“Polaris Plastics is a strong
business becoming stronger,
which we have demonstrated by
delivering double digit growth for
" *9  ZV" )Y(        
with our existing customers and new customers. The opportunity to continue
the growth and take the company forward is very exciting for the whole team
and of course is very challenging however we all welcome and rise to the
challenge.
“Our growth has been driven by our innovative approach, in particular the
introduction of the eSack system last year. We’re going to build on this success
       V   
product range so we can meet a wider range of their needs."

 www.adcock.co.uk

 www.polarisplastics.co.uk

 01223 550220

 enquiries@adcock.co.uk

 01908 211811

GRADUS LAUNCHES ESPLANADE 9000
PRIMARY BARRIER MATTING

NEW PARTNERSHIP OFFERS BENEFITS IN
REAL TIME

Contract interiors specialist Gradus has extended its primary barrier
matting collection with the launch of Esplanade 9000, a heavy duty mat
suitable for use in demanding environments.
Esplanade 9000 has been specially developed for use in areas subject
  #  /   /  # 
supermarkets.
Available in 12mm and 18mm
thicknesses and in open and closed
construction, the new matting
system is constructed from rubber
wipers and aluminium scraper
linking strips which are held
together with galvanised steel wires.
The rubber wipers are available as
either plain pvc which are ideal for
use in external environments or
are available interwoven with grey
  8      
environments.
The new primary barrier mat can
be manufactured to most shapes
and sizes, on approval of a template, and can be installed alongside Gradus’
Boulevard secondary barrier carpet. When installed as a true rectangle or
square, the mat can be reversed, which extends the life of the product.
3    8       8
service for primary barrier matting.

LED specialist
Messagemaker has
signed a distributor
agreement with Telefax
Data Systems to
provide real-time digital
information and media
for its LED displays.
Messagemaker
has a long history of
""  "   <   V""  
LED Displays continue to be the preferred choice, with the new generation high
< ;@        ":     
'@    V  #" <    @ "
solutions provided range from simple stock ticker solutions suited for individual
bureau use to the classic rateboard and large format displays.
&   <   V    
D @ " # "N V  #    
       "     D @ "
delivers real-time digital media and live information to audiences via
Messagemaker’s LED screen technology, integrating with leading information
providers to receive data feeds.
Sources include: Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg, Yahoo Finance, RSS news and
sports feeds, including Google, Sky and the BBC. In addition, the system can
display data from Internet-based TV news channels or generated by the user’s
own applications.

 www.gradusworld.com

 www.messagemaker.co.uk

 01625 428922

 0800 170 7780
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DON’T GAMBLE WITH YOUR
FIRE PROTECTION

Speaking at the FPA Fire Protection and
Emergency Evacuation Lecture Theatre
Wednesday 22nd June 2016 at 12pm

If you are the appointed ‘Responsible Person’ for your company’s fire policy
you need to be sure that the contractors you use are competent. To find these
competent providers, you need BAFE.
By using third party certified BAFE approved companies, you can be confident you
are using independently assessed skilled professionals for your requirements,
which will help meet your obligations with UK fire legislation.

FIRE EXTINGUISHER MAINTENANCE // FIRE RISK ASSESSMENTS
EMERGENCY LIGHTING // FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEMS
FIXED GASEOUS FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS
Search FREE to find certified competent companies at

WWW.BAFE.ORG.UK
Promoting Quality in Fire Safety

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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MORE FOR LESS – REDUCE CLEANING SPEND
WITHOUT COMPROMISING ON CLEANLINESS
P&G Professional, leaders in professional laundry solutions, introduces the
; =  </#       
      8 #/    
total operating costs.
A recent survey by P&G
Professional showed that
a typical operator in the
hospitality sector in the UK
spends about £35,000 on
replacing linens, nearly six
times more than what is
spent on laundry chemicals
per year. This investment
is in addition to the time
and money spent when
operators have to rewash an average of 34 wash loads per week.
Thanks to the new Ariel Professional System, operators can look forward
          &   8 
wash, the Ariel Professional System saves time and money – from helping
 / /#    #   
keep linen in use for longer.
The new Ariel Professional System’ deep cleaning technology can deliver
$#   ?        &
The system has been designed for businesses with high laundry volumes
 @ @        8
needs.

Procurement outsourcing specialist Inprova Group has launched its new
energy business Inprova Energy, following its acquisitions and integration of
energyTEAM, ENER-G Procurement and UES Energy businesses.
The newly branded business is already one of the top 10 business energy
"        =+`
history.
Last year,
the company
managed
almost 3,000
gas and
electricity
supply
contracts
worth nearly
£1 billion.
It now aims to build on its strong reputation as a trusted energy advisor to
pursue further growth.
The 100-strong Inprova Energy team helps a wide variety of businesses,
including Virgin Atlantic, Hotel du Vin, National Grid, Carlsberg and retail
 "/ !      
and compliance. The company's specialist water division is also helping
organisations to prepare for water market reform.
Paul Kennedy, Inprova Group CEO, said: "Since acquiring three energy
consultancy businesses in 2015, we have now completed their integration into
Inprova Group and the launch of Inprova Energy completes this process. Our
vision is to be the most trusted energy advisor in the UK and it is this that drives
us to deliver the best customer experience for our clients."

 www.pgpro.co.uk

 www.inprovaenergy.com

THE WORLD’S FIRST THERMAL IMAGING
SMARTPHONE

ALTRO RELIANCE 25: THE NEW NAME FOR
2.5MM SAFETY FLOORING YOU CAN TRUST

Available to purchase from
South West Technology this
! /4<H(  
something that no other
     
     
camera. The portable and
rugged S60 is perfect for a
number of sectors, including
FMs, builders, electricians,
emergency services and utility
workers. The thermal camera
can be used to almost endless
/   
by detecting heat loss around
windows, spotting moisture
8     &
As with all CAT products it’s designed with durability in mind. Featuring a
Gorilla Glass 4 touchscreen, it exceeds military drop tests and can be safely
dropped from 1.8m (approximate head height) onto concrete. It’s also the
world’s most waterproof smartphone, able to handle depths of up to 5
metres for 1 hour*, turning it into a reliable 13MP underwater camera with
   
    &
    ! /    < 
Technology Ltd.
*Only if Lockdown Switch is set to 5M. Audio is blocked when switch is on.

Altro has combined two of its
" "5  $  
ranges to create Altro Reliance
5       
areas.
Altro Designer 25 and Altro
Unity 25 have merged under the
new name Altro Reliance 25,
which has a palette of 27 colours,
 #   $V    
the durability you would expect
from Altro’s 2.5mm safety range.
It also includes Altro Easyclean
Maxis PUR technology for easier
cleaning and maintenance.
At 2.5mm thick, Altro Reliance
5  $  " # 
supreme standard of durability.
NV 5"        <     5
  $       "  " 
damage and point loading. It can cope with high levels of foot and wheeled
     "     "  
An ideal choice for busy corridors in healthcare and education environments,
as well as laboratories, clinical areas and receptions in large, public buildings,
Altro Reliance 25 combines perfectly with Altro Fortis wall protection system, as
well as Altro Whiterock hygienic wall cladding.

 www.southwest-tech.co.uk

 www.altro.co.uk

 01174 057 207
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 info@southwest-tech.co.uk

Why are we different to other
contamination control products?
Dycem’s polymeric ﬂooring has been scientiﬁcally proven to be the most effective, long lasting
and high performance method of minimising foot, wheel and airborne contamination.*
All Dycem products incorporate BiomasterTM protection. This highly effective anti-microbial
has been proven to inhibit the growth of organisms including Salmonella, E.coli, Listeria,
Campylobacter, Pseudomonas, A.Niger (black spot mould growth), Algae and MRSA.
Dycem is internationally recognised under the ISO 9001:2000 standard. That’s why we are
conﬁdent of offering you genuine assistance on the products most suited to your facilities.
The beneﬁts of choosing Dycem:
• Reduced ﬂoor and air particle/microbial counts.
• Improved yield, cost savings and proﬁtability.
• Reduced risk of high product rejection rates.
• Dycem products provide a clearly visible barrier
zone - highlighting to personnel that they are
about to enter a critical area.
• Dycem products cannot be bypassed and
require no overt action.
• Highly cost effective solutions.
• All Dycem products contain a high performance
anti-microbial.
• No Silicon, latex or DOP outgassing.
• Full warranty.
• Environmentally friendly products
Cleaning Dycem is a very quick and easy process.
Simply clean as part of your regular wet cleaning schedule.
We have specially researched and tested cleaning solutions
compatible to use with Dycem to ensure longevity of
your installation throughout its lifecycle.
*http://www.dycem-cc.com/scientiﬁcstudies
Call (0)117 9559921 today and Quote 20161 to get free samples
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SRO AND IBM’S MAXIMO FOR
HFL BUILDING SOLUTIONS

ARKESSA : CONNECTING EVERYTHING FROM
OFFICES TO OIL FIELDS

HFL Building Solutions, based in Manchester, has selected SRO Solutions to
supply and implement IBM’s Maximo enterprise asset management system
across its facilities management business.
SRO will implement the full suite of Maximo products, including IBM’s
Maximo, Service Provider, Scheduler and Anywhere Mobile technology.
(V    "  >-   (   
       =N"   V"   
"   ?5+*
Implementing IBM’s Maximo, its Service Provider extension, Scheduler and
      " # >-      
lifecycle process for all is outsourced contract business.
Maximo is one
of the premier
asset management
solutions for
outsourced facilities
management service
providers. Integrated
with IBM’s Scheduler
<
service mobile
technology, Maximo will help HFL drive customer service and contract
acquisition.
Maximo is well regarded within the facilities management industry, helping
# " #   ` `         
exacting needs and better interface with their systems.

& #      < "      
:          #"      
industrial facility.
&     "    " " 
        "   "
and of every recycling bin, washroom, printer, vending machine, and so on.
Facility managers simply cannot check every asset each and every day. The
solution?
Connect and
automate
the entire
campus.
This is
what Arkessa
and its
network of
solutions
partners can
deliver for you
and we are
expanding.
Arkessa is the leading provider of managed connectivity services for the
Internet of Things (IoT) across all sectors including Building and Facilities
Management. Connect with Arkessa at www.arkessa.com for IoT insight and
latest news including the recent appointment of Samuel Staehle (formerly of
Siemens, IBM and General Electric) as new Regional Director for DACH.

 www.SROsolutions.net

 www.arkessa.com

 +44(0) 845 408 4250

 ed.cohn@srosolutions.net

CLOSE SEASON REFURB FOR STOKE CITY FC

NEW METRO DOME WASTE SOLUTION

The Premier League football stars at Stoke City will enjoy upgraded facilities
"($H$ ?       C  
Property Solutions.
The club’s
training complex
at Clayton Wood
has been the
   
million pound
redevelopment
project in recent
 C  
has been called
in to deliver a
number of new and
upgraded facilities.
The scope of the project includes the creation a new ground maintenance
#            /4 
Wood complex itself will receive a brand new gate house giving enhanced
security at the complex.
With a new season approaching, few areas of the training ground are more
important than the treatment room where Stoke’s superstars receive vital
  /C  #      
  #      &
C  #     #:   *
    /     8 
8/#        
club’s extremely high standards.

<;#          (  @ 
bin range, giving
waste and facility
managers a budget
solution to collect
waste on-street, in
car park areas or
facility entrances.
!   
includes a black
base made from
100 per cent
recycled plastic*,
a choice of red,
green, blue, grey
or black lids and
tidyman label.
Steel or plastic
liners available as
an optional extra.
The modern
styling, compact
+
"  
 " " #     
N"   "        
empty waste.

 www.novussolutions.co.uk

 www.leafieldrecycle.com  01225 816541

N "   _*^]++¡!  #   

 comms@leafield-environmental.com
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Are your doors...

Fire Safe?
Do your doors...

Slam Shut?
Fit Briton & stay safe
with our no obligation, free
‘TRY ME & KEEP ME’ programme

Call today to book your ‘TRY ME’!*

01922 707 400
*

Qualifying terms and conditions apply

T +44(0)1922 707 400
E contactuk@allegion.com
www.allegion.com/uk/TryMe
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PENCIL BIN GETS TOP OF THE CLASS
FOR RECYCLING

A NEW ANGLE ON MAILBOX SECURITY

N"    <;#   #    
attention in schools nationwide, encouraging children to recycle and volunteer
 "     '   ) ! 
N    " #" <  
^`9
Ideal for both indoors and outside, and manufactured in durable polyethylene
for a long and useful life, each pencil bin has a 70 litre plastic liner inside to
assist easy and clean emptying and disposal. Optional extras include: WRAP
 "        <V  
The range is priced from £153.00.
N@@^++  V    ¢ "   
 #   `<   "   
   "  &@ N V !@ "  
testament to their security and safety. The DAD 3700 is the only front delivery,
front retrieval, sloping mailbox on the market today.
The DAD 3700 mailbox is ideal for apartment blocks, student
             : 
banks of mailboxes.
The letterboxes are attached to a one piece front plate which is designed to
make the whole unit neat and no screws are visible from the outside or inside.
   ` #  <    $" V
<       ""      
500 variations. The one piece front plate can either be made of powder coated
   #         %   
 "  :         
 www.leafieldrecycle.com  01225 816541

 www.dadgroup.co.uk

 comms@leafield-environmental.com

 info@dadgroup.co.uk

 +44 (0) 1233 630 406

EVO LAUNCHES FILING CABINET SKATE
=%% q 3 `% 
 *%    
     =9   
The Cabinet Skate allows anyone to move full
8  # ? & H
   /# ¨(    # 
castors, it carries loads of up to half a tonne and
can be personalised with a company name or logo.
When Evo’s MD, Greg Dunn, showed the
prototype Cabinet Skate to existing customers
          /
the response was overwhelmingly favourable.
B       
started arriving, Greg put the Cabinet Skate into
    /       
in June.
“This is a completely new departure from the
wooden furniture skates we’ve produced up till
now”, says Greg “The reinforced aluminium carcases
are being produced for us by a local engineering
 /8    ##    
usual high spec.”
Demonstrating the Cabinet Skate’s
manoeuvrability and ease of use, Greg continues: “It
@     
 ?   
strength, so it’s incredibly easy for one person to
move a heavy, full cabinet on their own. You just

 8 
cabinet slightly,
lower it onto
 
lined skate, and
away you go!”
Evo Supplies
have a growing
customer base
within the
7  
moving/refurb
sectors. Their
other products
include
plain and
personalised
wooden skates
in standard and
bespoke sizes,
with a range of
wheel options.
“We can
make skates to whatever spec our customers need”,
says Greg, “and, as the Cabinet Skate shows, we’re
          
 #     /  |

 www.evosupplies.co.uk
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 01206 386683

WhiﬀAway Waterless
Urinal Technology
A Tried & Tested Solution
Since 1990, WhiﬀAway Group has been a market leader in waterless urinal technology.
Organisations such as Sainsbury’s, McLaren, VUE Cinemas, Westﬁeld Shopping Centres, M&S,
Bank of America and Centrica have converted to 100% water-free urinals with WhiﬀAway.

SYSTEM
BENEFITS
INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•

Eliminating Urinal Odours
Save Money
Save Water
Reduce Energy Consumption
Fully Recyclable

•
•
•
•

No More Urinal Flooding
Reduces Blockages
Improves Urinal Hygiene
No More Harmful Chemicals

Now is the time to review water-free urinals and contact WhiﬀAway to save money, water and energy,
in conjunction with reducing operational costs and enhancing washroom perception.

For further information please visit our website www.whiﬀaway.com
or contact 0800 783 4883 or send email to info@whiﬀaway.co.uk

Enhance wellbeing
& Boost proﬁt
with Adapt UK’s ergonomic
workplace solutions

• Sit-Stand Workstations
• Organisational Tools
• Ergonomic Consultancy
• LED Lighting

Visit us at Facilities Show
stand P1160
Learn about the importance of ergonomics
in improving workplace eﬃciency during
on-stand events

0207 481 2201
www.adapt-uk.com
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PORTAKABIN EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM
PROVIDES NEW SCHOOL FOR 650 CHILDREN
FOLLOWING CUMBRIA FLOODS

SPEED MEASUREMENT AND
IMAGE CAPTURE OPTIONS

Portakabin, the UK’s leading modular building specialist, has provided 650
children with a 2,100sqm interim
 ? C#4  
School in Carlisle was devastated
 &
 # # ?
in parts of the school, causing
irreparable damage. Portakabin
also provided interim classrooms
C#<  "(('
when the River Eden burst its
   # 8    &
7  #    / #   
       #      
for the start of the new spring term. Twelve single modular buildings were
provided by Portakabin during the Christmas break. These classrooms were
located on the site of a former primary school and supplied with furniture,
     8    
school up and running again.
The buildings were then replaced with 24 general classrooms and highly
8        54/   / 
technology and science, delivered in just 12 weeks. The interim school,
which is designed and built to permanent standards, will be in use until a
        &

N# = "" 
> D "" #
safety cameras for Police speed
law enforcement purposes.
However they now have a
wide range of lower cost speed
measuring equipment to cover
the requirements of industry,
Community Speedwatch and
Local Authority clients.
Products include TruSign
vehicle activated signs (VAS),
hand-held laser and radar
speed guns, radar based
bicycle counters and a radar
spot speed camera with
optional ANPR.
The radar based VAS are lightweight, low-power consumption and available
with amber or three-colour LED output. TruSign can be mains, battery or solar
powered and can store 200,000 speed measurements. Fixed, portable, and
movable mounting options are available.
Several models of speed gun are available including very low speed options
for warehouse or marine applications.
For clients needing to acquire an image of a speeding vehicle then the
2 lane capable VIA-Cam is available with single direction or Simultaneous
Bi-Direction capability.

 www.portakabin.co.uk

 www.truvelouk.com

 0845 401 0010

 information@portakabin.co.uk

 020 8847 4400

STANNAH AT THE CENTRE OF THE ACTION!
 q $     
 %% 3

  
%  
     
In 2016 Stannah is sponsoring the FM
Operational Excellence Arena from which a
      #     
advice on some of the many challenges facing the
facilities industry every day.
Peter Perry, managing director of Stannah
+ ?<  / L A   /

comments: "We look forward to meeting old
friends and making new ones at the show.
   }Q~V 
 %   $% 
 # #<   ?
worldwide, part of the Stannah Group. We are
proud of our success with our domestic products
but we are at the show because we have equal
success in our commercial business. We currently
   ®(/((( ?   >D/ 
      ?/  ?/
escalators
and moving
walkways.
You will
probably
  ?
on your
journey to
ExCel on the
"$ "% 
June as we
 ? 
the DLR
network,
maintain
C# 

 www.stannahlifts.co.uk
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  ? >D/  B 
Air Line to and from the O2, supply and maintain
escalators and moving walkways in major
infrastructure projects like Kings Cross Station and
    >D # &<   
@    ?# ##
help.”
< ? #   # 
sessions in the FM Excellence Arena.
On 21st Mike Wells, Stannah compliance
 E+ ?G#    ## 
@   #     8   
building and who does what if someone becomes
   ?&9    
On 22nd Dan White, South West England
& South Wales branch manager will take you
 P9 #      
   *     *
unorthodox approaches!
There will be time for questions at the end of
each session and our experienced engineers will
be available on Stand R1450 throughout the three
days of the show.
Don’t forget to pick up your free booklet:
P+ ?  ¯  ;# *  
    #      #  
   ?

DencoHappel provide a superb service for a complete range of Air Conditioning,
Ventilation and Combustion systems.
Our consulting and service teams in your area will be happy to work with you to
develop solutions - with expertise and creativity
• Planned Maintenance for all your Air Conditioning, Ventilation and Combustion equipment
• Emergency breakdown recovery and rapid response
• Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum levels of service
• Bespoke packages centred around your requirements
• Working with our in-house expert engineers
• Nationwide coverage

DencoHappel UK Ltd
08456 08 4449
sales.enquiry@dencohappel.com
www.dencohappel.com

BE UV AWARE

...PROTECT YOUR OUTDOOR WORKERS

UV

BE

AWA
RE

Stokoderm® Sun Protect
Professional use UV Skin Protection Range
SPF30 Cream – UVA | UVB | UVC
• Perfume-free, dye-free and water-resistant
• Available in 100ml tube and 1 litre cartridge and dispenser
SPF50 Spray – UVA | UVB
• Water-resistant, quick skin absorption and easy application
• Available in 200ml spray

CONTACT US
FOR A FREE TRIAL
01773 855177
talktous@debgroup.com
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BEST PRACTICE TO LOOKING
AFTER YOUR SYSTEM
] _  7=`{  
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BSS Industrial is one of their major suppliers. It
#  -<<    
to the designers a product which not only won
   P9L:C#/4   -  
Services Product of the Year 2015’ but could help in
cleaning up the old existing pipework, radiators and
fan coil units. This needed to be done with minimal
        &
-<< -<<°± =< < 7  
A  >   &;? 8
were explained the decision was taken to install
&8  /    
microbubbles so reducing oxygen levels within the
system water and also the capturing and removal of
        #
    (&'   # 8   
       8 
(BSRIA BG29/2012 Guideline is 5micron). Furthermore
-<<°± =     
simply add water treatment chemicals to the system.
-<<°± =   ²)-   
to 25Bar maximum working pressures, so there is

before

?

 www.bssindustrial.co.uk
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-<<°± =    
ranges. The size of this particular system was under
²%)/(((+   # #    ²)- 
 -<<°± =4 # 
 &-<<°± =   
standard plant items such as Dirt and Air Separators,
Dosing Pots and Magnetic Filters, which are limited
to removing system debris down to 30 microns.
Furthermore the value added engineering cost
  -<<°± =  '(   
and above the standard items on this project.
As the new boiler room took shape the BOSS™
± =4 #   
 &-<<°± = #   
         
small percentage of dirty system water, in line with
BSRIA Guidelines, into the unit through the twin
8   &#  
returned back into the negative side of the same
 &5*   &
Once the new boiler plant was commissioned
the system was turned on to connect to the whole
  &5   # -<<°± = 
give added protection against further corrosion and
to inhibit any formation of scale on any existing plate
heat exchangers. The chosen inhibitor was BOSS™
± =$(4   5   &
<    -<<°± =$(4   
5        ®(´4/  

 customerservice@vexoint.com

also BuildCert Approved, sanctioned by many boiler
manufacturers and has been specially formulated
#        # ?
 
   # #    
 -<<°± =&   
of these give increased performance and energy
     &
The results speak for themselves. The client is
extremely happy with both the removal of corrosion
debris as well as the system water cleanliness. This
   #  -<<°± =*  
projects going forward.
-<<°± =  < < 7   
    8  >D&

 0116 245 5940 - 0207 953 1154

Cleaning & Hygiene Supplies
0844 499 6380
nationwide-hygiene.com
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OUR
INTERNATIONAL
PARTNERS

WORKPLACE TRAINING

0844 272 9999
nhgbusinesssupplies.com
Local service. National network. International strength.
Operational Sectors:

FM • Healthcare • Higher Education • Government • Industrial • Catering • Commercial & Retail • Business Supplies

FIRST PERSON

BLOG/BARBOUR 

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT MD

REINVENTING THE WHEEL

I

greatly enjoyed the ‘ThinkFM’ conference,
which examined the impact of facilities
management on productivity. One of many
excellent speakers was Simon Carter of the
National Grid, sharing insight into how they
have carried out an extensive programme that is
introducing agility across the business and linking
the delivery of services to the needs of individual
workers.
National Grid has developed some very accurate
metrics that allow it to assess the impact and
benefit of changes in the way facilities are
delivered, and how this benefits productivity.
Just a week earlier I found myself sitting with
the head of property and facilities at a global food
manufacturer. Since their department became
part of the HR function, their focus has evolved
towards creating a more productive atmosphere
that takes into account their people’s wellness,
not just at work but in life generally.
This has seen some very interesting innovation,
including the introduction of a ‘bring your dog
to the office’ scheme. The scheme allows staff
members to bring their dogs into the building
whenever the owner is there, subject to them
proving they can behave appropriately. As I could
see for myself, the feel of the building was very
different – people were relaxed, all the dogs
behave impeccably, and there was a relaxed, yet
productive atmosphere.
CHANGING THE WORKPLACE DYNAMIC
As my host pointed out, by changing the dynamic
in the building, which is a key target for them as
staff wellness is one of their top priorities, the
opportunities for informal social encounters has
multiplied. It’s not often that you’ll find a CEO
engaging animatedly with a junior staff member
about the delights of different dog breeds in

the lift, while stroking a delighted dog behind
the ears, yet at this building that is a common
occurrence.
As my client concluded – ‘Happy people are
productive people.’
ThinkFM’s theme was very focused on
productivity, and how facilities providers need
to adapt their approach to providing better
personalisation. One of the speakers pointed out
that only 54 per cent of people in workplaces feel
their ‘space’ helps them work productively, so
there was much talk about how FM’s could remedy
things through improving the space.
But no-one pointed out that creating an
atmosphere in the building that makes it feel more
like home can have a massively beneficial effect.
One facilities manager to whom I mentioned
the idea of the dogs at work concept, recoiled in
horror – all he could see was a potential cleaning
problem on top of the need to dispose of lots of
little black bags.
This concerned me – are we as an industry
so rooted in ‘the way it has always been done’
that we are closed to new ideas and innovation?
Certainly there is enough information out there
that highlights the crying need for property and
facilities to change its focus from the property we
maintain to the people we serve, and a number of
ThinkFM speakers touched on this.
There is plenty of evidence from businesses like
National Grid and others to show the benefits
on productivity of taking a fresh look at the
environments we create and in which we ask
people to work.
REDEFINING THE RELATIONSHIP
So why aren’t we learning from all this research in
the way we design and develop FM proposals and
contracts? We need to stop re-inventing the wheel,

Martyn Freeman, managing director,
facilities management at Mitie
because it is tried and tested, and instead look for
striking and innovative ways to make workplaces
work for the people who use them, however far
out of the box that may need us to think.
Talking of re-inventing wheels, the ThinkFM
conference rounded off with the announcement
of the creation of a new initiative called the
Stoddart Report, named after one of the founding
fathers of the industry. It struck me as a laudable
initiative to research this whole are of workplace
productivity and interview leading property
professionals about how they see the workplace
evolving.
Then another thought came to mind : This
is what we’ve been doing at Mitie for the last
four years. During that time we have captured
the views of over 200 senior property and FM
professionals, which we’ve used to produce some
deeply insightful publications, including one on
productivity.
Even though we have already built up this
deep pool of insight, I do welcome the initiative
- anything that makes us as an industry up our
game has to be a good thing.
Now do excuse me, I must just go and walk Fido….

BARBOUR YOUR ONLINE INFORMATION RESOURCE FOR FM
Barbour is the only operation of its kind approved by the BIFM. What they
do is provide all the information and content that a modern day facilities
manager could possibly need.
# 8  7    #         
-  *       /        
 /  /   /8    
  /#/ #   &
Members of the BIFM can receive a 20 per cent discount on Barbour’s
services and receive access to premium content from specialists including;
9<B/+  /45-<B/B ;  
departments. They can also use a legal register tool with automatic
updates so you remain constantly ahead of changing legislation as well as
 # /  #  # 8   
#/    &
8    -  *   ;/ 
>D         /     %"(   
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and facilities management.
=  9<B¯  4 -   9/< /
B ¯   3 <  7    9/5/
=  /7     ¨((     
and seven subsidiary sites.
9  -  <    /-    
      /      
be a challenge. The Barbour Service allows me to get the information I
need quickly and also eliminates the risk of being passed from pillar to post
between publishers.
-       @  @   
  &7 / 5#      /5
    * 8      
   A  +         
responding much quicker.”

18–20 OCTOBER 2016 • NEC • BIRMINGHAM

Listen to latest updates on
government targets & low
carbon developments

See 100+ new energy
efficient products &
upcoming technologies

Meet, network & grow your
business relationships

REGISTER FOR YOUR FREE TICKET

energyliveshow.co.uk

9

SHOWS

CONNECTING THE ENERGY INDUSTRY
Includes:

FREE access
to 9 shows
during UKCW

PART OF

FIRST PERSON

PEOPLE

SARACEN APPOINTS NEW
PROCUREMENT MANAGER

MORPHOSE
APPOINTS NEW
DIRECTOR
International advisory and brokerage
service business Morphose has
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Saracen Interiors has appointed Sally
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www.buildrec.com
0203 176 4790
Innovative Recruitment Solutions for the Built Environment
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Coleen Cloherty
Director
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07791 889 915 / 0203 176 4792
Daniel Bamford
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07415 137 037 / 0203 176 4792
Joe Sullivan
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07496 141 641 / 0203 176 4791
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Evangelina Theodoulou
F(5  
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07949 533 630 / 0203 176 4791
Lydia Michaels
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07908 532 496 / 0203 176 4793
Yasmin Scollard
 F(5  

G. ( 
('  1 ' (
07852 200 983 / 0203 176 4794
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CAREER LADDER

FM is known to be a career that people fall into
Name: Morvern Scott

from other sectors. In this regular column, FMJ

Current role:
Workspace and Facilities
Manager, Channel 4

chats to a facilities professional about how they

Born: Ayrshire, Scotland

career path. This month we talk to Morvern Scott

Lives: South West London

workspace and facilities manager at Channel 4.
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got into the sector and takes a look at their
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Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
JUNE 2016
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